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Abstract

The critical currents of silver sheathed multifilamentary Bi 2Sr 2Ca 2 Cu 3010 (BSCCO-
2223/Ag) tapes at temperatures ranging from 77 K to 110 K were measured using a
typical four-terminal technique for two different BSCCO-2223/Ag tapes manufactured by
Vacuumschmelze (VAC). The critical currents for the two VAC samples were measured
as a function of magnetic field strength. The critical current of each sample was well
described by the generalized Kim model. The critical current was also measured as a
function of angle of the magnetic field with respect to the plane of the tapes, in all cases
perpendicular to the transport current flow. Both samples displayed a high sensitivity to
the magnetic field orientation with the largest critical currents measured when the
magnetic field was in-plane with the broad face of the tapes. The current ramp rate effect
on the critical current was investigated and showed no significant effect on the critical
current measurements for ramp speeds between 6 A/min and 120 A/min.

The energy dissipation or AC losses as a function of peak AC magnetic field, magnetic
field sweep frequency, and transport current for a VAC sample and a sample
manufactured by IGC - Advanced Superconductors (IGC) were measured at 77 K. The
losses were measured using a pick up coil with a lock-in amplifier to measure the
magnetization of the superconducting samples. The AC losses of both samples displayed
complete electromagnetic coupling of the superconducting filaments at magnetic sweep
frequencies of approximately 0.1 Hz. These results are consistent with results measured
at magnetic field sweep frequencies of 60 Hz.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Joseph Minervini
Thesis Reader: Professor Ian Hutchinson
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1 Introduction

Superconductivity is the ability of a material to carry DC electric current with absolutely

no resistance. Superconductors do, however, experience energy loss in the presence of

AC magnetic fields or while transporting AC electric current. Since superconductors are

growing more popular for applications in high-current and high-field physics and

engineering, understanding and quantifying AC loss mechanisms becomes increasingly

important to the design and operation of systems utilizing superconducting technology.

1.1 Brief History of Superconductivity

In 1908, Kamerlingh Onnes developed methods to liquefy helium and was capable of

reaching temperatures down to about 1 K for the first time anywhere on earth. One of the

foremost experiments Onnes completed utilizing his newly available low-temperature

range was a study of the variation of the electrical resistance of metals with temperature.

While it was well known that resistance decreases linearly when metals are cooled below

room temperature, there was great debate concerning the limiting value of resistance as

the temperature approached absolute zero. Onnes discovered that the resistance of

platinum fell to a low value that depended on the purity of the sample. At that time, the

purest metal available to Onnes was mercury, and he soon found that the resistance of

mercury at very low temperatures became immeasurably small, which was to be

expected. However, in 1911, Onnes discovered that the manner in which the resistance

of the mercury decreased was completely unexpected. Instead of decreasing linearly as

the temperature approached 0 K, the resistance drops sharply at a temperature of about 4



K. Onnes also observed this sudden transition to a state of no resistance in quite impure

samples of mercury. Onnes recognized that the electrical properties of mercury below 4

K are quite unlike those properties exhibited at room temperature. This state of no

resistance is called the superconducting state.

Once Onnes discovered the behavior of certain materials in the very low-temperature

range he quickly realized the implications of this new technology. With no resistance to

flowing electrical currents, electromagnets would be capable of producing extremely

large magnetic fields but require no power to run in steady state. Onnes soon discovered

other critical properties of superconductors that prevented him from building these

powerful magnets. As well as a critical temperature (Tc), superconductors are subject to

a critical magnetic field (Hc) and a critical electrical current density (Je) and will revert to

the normal state if it is exposed to conditions that exceed these criteria. And for the

known superconductors of Onnes time, the J, and He are quite low, and thus incapable of

providing useful magnetic fields.

The decades of research and development on the theory of superconductivity and on the

production of superconducting materials have allowed superconductors to begin to realize

their potential. Large-scale, high current and high field superconducting magnets have

become very popular in various areas such as magnetic-confinement nuclear fusion, high-

energy particle acceleration, and magnetic levitation. They are currently replacing

copper electromagnets because the superconducting magnets produce high fields over

large volumes while the refrigeration costs are much less expensive than the costs of



cooling copper magnets. The development of superconductors has lead to materials that

stay in the superconducting state at temperatures up to 120 K. With more study and

development, perhaps a superconductor at room temperature will be available

someday.'2

1.2 Applications of Superconductors

Superconductors are most commonly used in large electromagnets. An application of

superconducting magnets that has had an enormous impact on society is magnetic

resonance imaging or MRI. MRI readings have become an invaluable, non-invasive tool

for the diagnosis of injuries and health problems as well as a means to map brain activity.

Superconducting magnets have become widely recognized as essential research tools in

other fields such as high-energy physics, magnetic-confinement nuclear fusion, particle

acceleration, etc. Superconducting magnets are capable of generating extremely large

magnetic fields with relatively small power consumption and refrigeration costs. In

contrast, well-designed copper electromagnets dissipate large amounts of energy and

require ample cooling. The power supplies and cooling systems are very large and very

expensive to operate and maintain. The following sections outline a short list of several

areas utilizing superconducting technology.2 4

1.2.1 Thermonuclear Fusion

Magnetic confinement has been a major area of study towards the commercial production

of power from controlled thermonuclear fusion. Fusion is based on the reaction of two

light nuclei combining into one larger nucleus accompanied by a large release of energy.



The fusion reaction begins with plasmas. A plasma is a gas in which a significant

fraction of the atoms is ionized. For ionization to occur, the plasma's temperature must

be raised to temperatures comparable to that of the sun and confined to a relatively small

volume. Since there are no known materials that can withstand the intense heat of fusing

plasma, large magnetic fields are used to suspend and contain the plasma. However, in

order to achieve a net power-out using magnetic confinement, the magnetic fields must

be produced using superconducting magnets because the power consumption of

conventional copper magnets would probably exceed the electrical output of the power

plant.2

Most existing experiments in plasma fusion constructed to date have used conventional

magnets, although several superconducting devices have been built and more are

currently under construction. The Central Solenoid Model Coil (CSMC) is one such

device. The CSMC is a direct result of the work towards the International Thermonuclear

Experimental Reactor (ITER). ITER is an international research effort working to build a

tokamak reactor with the intention to demonstrate the capability of producing fusion

power for commercial use and is one of the superconducting fusion facilities in

development today. The CSMC is the largest pulsed superconducting magnet existing

today. It was constructed from multi-stage superconducting cables based on the cable-in-

conduit-conductor (CICC) technology.4

A cable-in-conduit-conductor is a superconducting cable housed in a conduit usually

made of Incoloy@ Alloy 908. The conduit provides mechanical support for handling of



the cable, which is very brittle after heat treatment, and can also serve as distributed

structure within the winding pack. The conduit also provides an insulated channel for the

forced flow of cryogen necessary for the operation of the superconducting cable. The

cables are constructed by twisting three individual strands of superconductor to create

sub-cables. The sub-cables are further twisted in stages with a sequence of 3 x 4 x 5 x 6

to complete the superconducting cable. The multi-stage superconducting cable can carry

high currents in high magnetic fields with fast ramp rates. The resulting cable has over

1100 strands of superconductor and can carry 50 kA at 13 T. Fig 1.1 shows a cut-away

and cross-sectional view of a CICC. Six sub-cables and the cryogen channel are readily

apparent in the cross-sectional view of the CICC.'' 7',

Figure 1.1 Cut-away and cross-sectional view demonstrating cable-in-conduit-
conductor technology of twisting individual strands into sub-cables. This CICC was
designed for the ITER CSMC.



1.2.2 High Energy Physics

Researchers in areas of high-energy physics utilize magnetic fields in order to accelerate,

focus, manipulate, and analyze beams of energetic charged particles. Superconducting

magnets are replacing the conventional magnets at reduced operating costs.

Superconducting magnets also generate higher magnet fields and allow investigation into

areas that conventional magnets simply cannot reach.2

1.2.3 Energy Storage

Superconducting magnets have been proposed in a variety of applications where it is

necessary to transfer electrical energy back and forth or to store it for prolonged periods

of time. The energy density stored in a 10 T magnetic field is larger than capacitor

banks, comparable with flywheels, and somewhat less than batteries. Superconducting

Magnet Energy Storage (SMES) is very efficient because there is no conversion of

energy from one form to another. Conversion processes that transform electrical energy

to mechanical or chemical energy and then back to electrical energy are inherently

inefficient. As a result, energy storage technologies that utilize energy conversion

techniques, such as pumped hydro, compressed air, and battery energy storage, are only

65 to 75% efficient while SMES may be as high as 95%. Because of the high efficiency

characteristic and the ability to respond to power demands within tens of milliseconds,

SMES is quite competitive with other storage technologies. Large, underground

superconducting magnets have been proposed to even out the daily variations in electrical

power demands while smaller systems are being used for power conditioning, power



compensation, active filters, power modulation, voltage control, spinning reserve,

uninterruptible power supplies, and power system stabilization. 2 8' 9

1.2.4 Magnetic Separation

Magnetic separation has long been used in industry to concentrate iron ores or separate

scrap from other materials. The process utilizes the naturally occurring magnetization

properties of many materials. In the presence of a magnetic field, many materials

become magnetized and are subjected to a force if placed in a magnetic field gradient.

The materials will either be pulled towards the high field (paramagnetic materials) or

they will be pushed away from it (diamagnetic materials). Large magnetic field gradients

maximize the separation force. This effect can be used to capture particles, usually from

some type of slurry flow stream.' 0



1.2.5 Magnetic Levitation

Magnetically levitated transport is not new and Japan has already demonstrated a

magnetically levitated train capable of traveling at speeds of 550 km/hr unmanned and

531 km/hr manned, which are the world speed records for rail travel. Fig 1.2 shows a

photograph of the test vehicle that set the world rail speed records at the Yamanashi

Maglev Test Line, which is about 100 km west of Tokyo. Stable levitation is achieved

through an interaction between diamagnetic copper loops on the track and an array of

superconducting magnets on the train. At zero speed, there is no force between the coils

and the superconducting magnets, and, therefore, the train must accelerate on wheels. As

the speed increases, eddy currents are induced to flow in such a direction that the train is

Figure 1.2 The magnetically levitated train test vehicle MLX01 of the Japanese
National Railways, maximum speed 550 km/hr.'3"14



repelled from the copper coils in the track. As the train passes the critical speed, the

repulsive force exceeds the train's weight and it takes off. The train is now levitated on a

cushion of magnetic field and propelled by a traveling wave of magnetic field, generated

by a linear synchronous motor. Since there are no moving parts, the ride is smooth and

quiet, and high speeds may be reached safely. Magnetically-levitated transport systems

realize super-high-speed travel while maintaining a low environmental impact and

passenger safety. I'12,13,14

1.3 Superconductors and Perfect Conductors

1.3.1 Zero Resistance

To get a true understanding of superconductors, the property of electrical resistance must

be understood. Electric current is the result of electron motion in the conduction band.

These electrons can be represented as plane waves and the material is represented as a

rigid crystalline structure of atoms lying on a repeating lattice. A property of the plane

wave is that it can pass through a perfectly periodic structure without being scattered in

several directions. Therefore, if an electron or plane wave was moving through a perfect

material or crystal lattice, then the electron or plane wave could pass with no resistance.

However, there are two ways in which the perfect lattice of the material is upset. At

temperatures above 0 K, the lattice atoms are vibrating and will be displaced by certain

distances from their equilibrium. Also, impurities in the material will interrupt the

perfect periodicity of the crystal lattice.'



Temperature

Figure 1.3 Variation of resistance with temperature for pure and impure metals.'

Fig 1.3 shows the variation of electrical resistance of impure and perfectly pure metals as

a function of temperature. Readily observed is the linear decrease of resistance with

temperature. This is attributable to the decreasing atom motion in the lattice with the
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Figure 1.4 Resistivity versus temperature plot illustrating the transition to the
superconducting state.1

decreasing temperature. For the impure case, there is a certain residual resistivity, which

remains as the temperatures approach 0 K caused by the defects in the crystal lattice. For

a perfect metal, it is shown that the residual resistivity approaches zero as the temperature

approaches zero. However, this zero resistance of a perfect conductor is not the

phenomenon of superconductivity. 1

Fig 1.4 shows the loss of resistance at a certain temperature, Tc, for a superconductor.

This temperature at which a superconductor loses its resistance is called the critical

temperature. As was mentioned before, critical temperature is not the only property that

characterizes the superconducting state. There also exists a critical magnetic field, He,

and a critical current density, Jc. The critical magnetic field is the maximum magnetic

field a superconductor can be exposed to and remain in the superconducting state, and the



critical current density is the maximum electrical current a material can transport before

reverting back to the normal or non-superconducting state. Together, these three criteria

form what is called the superconducting critical surface. Fig 1.5 shows the critical

surface for a typical superconductor in arbitrary units.'"1 5

Another fundamental magnetic phenomenon exhibited by superconductors is their ability

to expel a magnetic field from the interior of the bulk superconductor material when the

material is cooled below the transition or critical temperature, Tc. The behavior is a

characteristic of materials possessing perfect diamagnetism. This characteristic was

discovered by Meissner and Ochsenfeld and hence is called the Meissner effect [16].

f 2 (J, T, Ho) f3 (J, H, TO)

f1(HT,J = 0)

Figure 1.5 Critical surface of a typical superconductor. 5



1.3.2 Meissner Effect

The sequence of pictures shown in Fig 1.6 and Fig 1.7 outlines the difference between

perfect conductivity and perfect diamagnetism. The characteristic behavior of a perfect

conductor is dB/dt = 0. Fig 1.6(a) and Fig 1.6(e) show a perfect conductor initially in the

absence of an external magnetic field and in the presence of an external magnetic field at

room temperature, respectively. In the absence of the magnetic field, the material is

cooled and changes to a state of perfect conduction. Then a magnetic field is applied.

Since the amount of flux enclosed within the perfect conductor cannot change, all the

magnetic flux is expelled from the interior of the conductor and the material remains

unmagnetized when the magnetic field is removed. Similarly, when the perfect

conductor is exposed to a magnetic field at room temperature and then cooled to the

perfect conducting state, the amount of magnetic flux enclosed within the conductor area

remains constant. Therefore, the material remains magnetized when the magnetic field is

removed. A surface current is induced in the perfect conductor to maintain the original

flux distribution.

Fig 1.7(a) and Fig 1.7(e) show a superconductor initially in the absence of an external

magnetic field and in the presence of an external magnetic field at room temperature,

respectively. Unlike the perfect conductor, superconductors are diamagnetic materials.

Perfect diamagnetism is characterized by B = 0 everywhere in the material. Surface

supercurrents are induced after the transition to the superconducting state and completely

screen the interior region of the bulk superconductor, regardless of the initial condition.
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Figure 1.6 A perfect conductor exhibiting a magnetic behavior of dB/dt = 0.1'3
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Under steady state conditions, the superconductor has zero resistance and the screening

currents persist indefinitely.

Fig 1.8 shows a demonstration of the Meissner effect. The figure shows a small

permanent magnet next to the tip of a pencil levitated above a disk of the superconductor

YBa 2Cu 30 7 (YBCO) due to the superconductor's property of expelling magnetic flux.

The surface supercurrents induced in the YBCO disk oppose the magnetic field from the

permanent magnet. The force between the opposing magnetic fields is greater than the

weight of the magnet, and, therefore, the permanent magnet floats above the

superconductor. 1,3,4,15

Figure 1.8 A small permanent magnet levitated above a disk of superconductor.17



1.3.3 London Penetration Depth

F. and H. London proposed a set of equations known as the London equations to describe

the observed magnetic behavior of superconductors [18]. These equations are'

B = m
nse 2

and'

- = -S E (1.2)
t m

where ns is the number of super electrons per unit volume, m is the electron mass, and e

is the electric charge. Eq (1.1) and Eq (1.2) together describe the electrodynamics of the

supercurrent. Eq (1.1) describes the diamagnetism, and Eq (1.2) describes the zero

resistance property of a superconductor, namely there being no electric field unless the

current is changing. Eq (1.1) can be rewritten using Maxwell's equations,

Vx = J and V- B = 0. The expression is given in Eq (1.3) in the following form'

V2 1
V 2B = B (1.3)

L

where

m 2 (1.4)

XL is the London penetration depth. This expression shows the interior is exponentially

screened from the applied field and, therefore, agrees with the Meissner effect. For a

one-dimensional slab in a uniform external magnetic field, Eq (1.3) can be written as'

82B(x) 1
a2 ) B(x) (1.5)
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Figure 1.9 Magnetic field profile in a superconducting slab in a parallel applied
magnetic field.

which has the solutions of the formi

x x

B(x) = CjeXL + C 2 e XL (1.6).

For B(±d)= Be, Eq (1.6) reduces to the following expression

B(x)= Be cosh (1.7).

coshd 7
(XL

Fig 1.9 shows the field profile in the slab superconductor calculated from Eq (1.7).

Inserting the usual values of the electron mass and electric charge and taking ns to be

about 4 x 1028 m-3 , a typical value for the concentration of conduction electrons in metals,

the London penetration depth is on the order of 10- mm. The London penetration depth



is based upon classical theory and is only qualitatively correct. However, the London

parameter is good to within a factor of 2.1

1.4 Type I and Type II Superconductors

Superconductors are categorized into either a type-I or type-II conductor based on their

magnetic properties. Fig 1.10 shows the H-T phase diagrams for both types of

superconductors. As seen in Fig 1.10(a), type-I superconductors have a single critical

external magnetic field, He(T), when exposed to temperatures below the critical

temperature, Tc. Type-I superconductors are in the Meissner state when the applied

magnetic fields are less than He, and revert back to the normal or resistive state when

He(T) is exceeded.

Type-II superconductors behave a little differently when exposed to magnetic fields. Fig

1.10(b) shows that type-II superconductors have two critical fields, a lower critical field,

H 1(T), and an upper critical field, He2(T). Type-II superconductors at temperatures

below Tc are in the Meissner state when the applied magnetic field is below HeI(T) and in

the normal state when the applied magnetic field strength exceeds He2(T), similar to type-

I superconductors. When the magnetic field is between Hci and He2, type-II

superconductors are in what is called the mixed state.' 3'4

The mixed state occurs when regions of superconductivity coexist with the normal

material. Fig 1.11 illustrates the magnetic flux penetration into an ideal type-II

- - --JdMM====-; -- --I -
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Figure 1.10 H-T phase diagrams of a) type-I superconductor and b) type-II
superconductor illustrating the different states.4
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Figure 1.11 Flux penetration into an ideal type-II superconductor showing the
individual normal vortices surrounded by the induced screening currents. A
triangular lattice is formed to minimize the energy.3



superconductor in the mixed state. As the magnetic field is increased from zero to a

value below HcI(T), the current and flux remain at the surface within the London

penetration depth. When the magnetic field strength is increased above HcI(T) and below

Hc2(T), the flux enters the superconductor as quantized flux tubes or vortices with normal

cores arranged in a regular array of triangles. The magnetic flux induces screening

currents that circulate about each flux quantum. These screening currents oppose the

external magnetic field and maintain the diamagnetic property of the superconductor. As

the magnetic field increases, the vortices are packed in tighter and tighter until He2 is

reached and the normal cores of the vortices begin to overlap. Above He2, the

superconductivity of the material is destroyed.1' 3'4

In general, the critical fields for type-I superconductors and the lower critical field for

type-II superconductors are on the order of a few hundred Gauss while the upper critical

field is on the order of 10 T. Since type-II superconductors exhibit superconducting

properties over such a large range of magnetic fields, they are the superconducting

materials of technological importance. However, in an ideal type-II superconductor,

there are no lattice defects or atom impurities and the flux vortices tend to be moved by

the Lorentz force when the material is conducting current. The movement of the vortices

causes an electric resistance called flux flow resistance and is proportional to the normal

state resistance of the superconductor. The interaction between the current and the flux
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Figure 1.12 Difference between the critical currents of a highly perfect type-II

superconductor and an imperfect type-I superconductor.4

flow resistance results in energy dissipation. Fortunately, there are no ideal

superconductors and the movement of the vortices can be stopped by introducing

imperfections and impurities into the conductor. Fig 1.12 shows the improvement to the

critical current of an imperfect type-IL superconductor compared to the critical current of

a perfect type-II superconductor. Table 1.1 lists some type-I and type-II superconductors

and also shows typical values for them."3



Table 1.1 Typical examples of type-I
properties."'5

and type-II superconductors and their critical

Type-I Superconductors

Material Tc (K) pioHc (T)

Al 1.2 9.93 x 103

Hg 4.2 4.13 x 102

Pb 7.2 8.03 x 102

Type-II Superconductors

Material Te (K) VoHe (T) Jc (A/mm2)

NbTi 10 15 ~ 650 - 700 @ 8 T, 4.2 K

Nb3Sn 18 23 ~ 1000 @ 12 T, 4.2 K

1.5 High Temperature Superconductors

1.5.1 Introduction

Materials with the highest transition temperatures are commonly called high temperature

superconductors (HTS) or oxide superconductors. Since the discovery of

superconductors and up to 1980, the discovery of materials with critical temperatures

from 10 K to 20 K progressed in small steps over a course of decades. Then in 1987, a

giant step was taken. The discovery of superconductivity at temperatures above 90 K!

Fig 1.13 contains a plot of transition temperature versus time and shows the remarkable

change in the field over a very short period of time.

HTS materials are conveniently divided into three classes. These classes are Class 0,

Class 1, and Class 2 materials. Class 0 compounds do not possess remarkably high

transition temperatures, usually around 13 K, and have relatively low
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Figure 1.13 Evolution of the critical temperature up until the first discovery of high
temperature superconductivity.19

concentrations of super electrons. An example of a Class 0 compound is LiTi 20 4. Class

1 materials are those related to La-Ba-Cu-O. This material and other related compounds

with the same crystal structure have transition temperatures that do not exceed 40 K.

Class 2 materials have the highest transition temperatures. Y-Ba-Cu-O, the first

superconductor with transition temperature above liquid nitrogen temperatures, remains

in the superconducting state at temperatures up to 90 K. One of the most popular Class 2

superconductor is Bi 2Sr 2Ca 2Cu 3010 in a silver matrix (BSCCO-2223/Ag).1 9 All

calculations and experiments discussed in this thesis are performed for BSCCO-2223/Ag



Figure 1.14 Short length of Ba2Sr2Ca2Cu3OlO superconductor in a silver matrix.

superconductor. Fig 1.14 shows a typical BSCCO-2223/Ag tape with a typical cross-

section dimensions of 3.5 mm wide and 0.3 mm thick.

1. 5.2 Crystal Structure Effects on Superconductivity

Since the relatively recent discovery of HTS, there have been two kinds of theoretical

suggestions concerning the origin of the superconductivity. These two ideas initiated the

exploration of whether the superconductivity at such high temperatures arises from the

electron-phonon interactions as it does in low temperature superconductors or from the

exchange of other bosonic excitations such as paramagnons, excitons, or plasmons. The

topic is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, a brief summary is presented to give the

reader a better understanding of the operation of superconductors. The relevant crystal

structure characteristic of a Class 2 oxide is shown in Fig 1.15. The diagram illustrates a

feature that is common to all HTS materials, a two-dimensional copper-oxygen plane that
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Figure 1.15 Crystal structure of a Class 2 oxide superconductor.19

is believed to be the main contributor to the conduction process. The crystal lattice is

composed of two different types of layers loosely designated as chains and planes. The

chains are made up of CuO and the planes are CuO2 . The planes of CuO 2 define the

coordinate system used to describe HTS materials. The a- and b-axis are parallel to the

CuO 2 plane while the c-axis is perpendicular to the CuO 2 plane. This crystal structure

also leads to anisotropy effects. The resistivity in the direction perpendicular to the

planes is usually an order of magnitude greater than the resistivity in the directions



parallel to the planes. Fig 1.16 shows how the resistivities differ with respect to

temperature. This anisotropy is also demonstrated in the superconducting state. The

critical currents are up to three times greater when exposed to magnetic fields that are

perpendicular to the c-axis than when exposed to magnetic fields parallel to the c-axis.' 7
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Figure 1.16 Resistivity tensor components perpendicular (Pab) and parallel to the c-axis (Pe). The inset schematically illustrates the crystal directions with respect to theCu-O planes, which dominate the conductivity.' 9
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1.6 Introduction to AC Losses

A basic property of superconductors is the ability to carry a DC transport current with no

resistance. Superconductors are subject to energy dissipation when exposed to an AC

magnetic field, carry an AC current, or both. These losses are collectively known as AC

losses and have a significant effect on the economics and operation of a superconducting

system. The energy dissipation increases the temperature of the sample and causes two

major effects. Local heating of the superconductor causes a reduction of the critical

properties and can initiate an unwanted quench event. Also, the heat is an undesired load

on the cryogenic system and has a major impact on the efficiency of the refrigeration

system." 3

This thesis concentrates on AC losses produced in BSSCO-2223/Ag sheathed conductor

when exposed to an AC magnetic field and a DC transport current. At very low

frequencies, the losses in the conductor are mostly hysteresis losses and these are the only

losses investigated in this paper. A brief mention of other types of AC losses follows

while the rest of the thesis contains a more complete explanation of hysteresis loss.

The most fundamental loss mode of type-II superconductors is hysteresis loss. Hysteresis

loss occurs when the superconductor is in the mixed state and results from the irreversible

magnetic flux motion driven by the changing field. The trapped flux leaves the

conductor magnetized. The hysteresis loss is proportional to the magnetization. Methods

to calculate the hysteresis loss are shown in Chapter 2. The models show that the

hysteresis loss is directly proportional to the size of the superconducting filament. The

-ww . , . I - - -



reduction of hysteresis loss is the main reason why very small filaments are used to

manufacture superconductors."' 3"5

Superconducting filaments in a single strand are stabilized using a non-superconducting

matrix, which gives the filaments the ability to withstand transient energy disturbances

that could destroy the superconducting state. Usually, the matrix is a material with a high

electrical conductivity. When the strand is subject to a time varying magnetic field, an

electric field is produced in the matrix and drives closed loops of currents between the

superconducting filaments. These currents are known as eddy currents. Since these

current loops pass through the resistive matrix, energy is dissipated directly in the

conductor. This loss is known as coupling current loss because of the effective coupling

interaction between separate filaments. Long, untwisted filaments result in a large

inductance, which leads to large coupling currents that decay with a long time constant

and dissipate significant energy. The filaments are usually twisted to reduce this flux

linkage. Twisting the filaments causes a reversal of the electric field every half twist and

reduces the coupling losses significantly. 1,3,6,15

1.7 Scope of Thesis

Hysteresis losses in HTS materials have a significant effect on the economics and design

of any apparatus to be used in any power application. A majority of the previous work

done for measuring the AC losses in high temperature superconductors has been done for

low field power applications at 60 Hz since this is the area under most intensive

development. It is the intent of this work to further contribute to measuring AC losses



and critical current densities in HTS materials at various temperatures under conditions

similar to those found in fusion applications. In fusion magnet systems, AC losses

usually occur under conditions of much larger field swings and at lower frequencies than

those for electric power applications.

Suggestions for use of HTS materials in fusion devices are current leads and poloidal

coils that are subjected to low frequency, high strength magnetic fields. However,

current HTS materials available are not very uniform over long lengths of conductor.

The current densities vary from section to section and the conductor is limited by the

worst condition of the sample material.

This thesis concentrates on the development of an AC loss measurement device for short

sample tests of high temperature superconductors with AC magnetic fields and AC/DC

transport currents at low frequencies and various temperatures. The analysis of the data

is based on existing models of AC losses in superconductors.
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2 T1

Superconductors have already proven useful in many applications and have expanded

areas of research into regimes which were previously unobtainable. However, before

superconductors can achieve their full potential, much advancement must still be made.

This chapter presents a short discussion of selected models on superconductivity and

methods for the quantitative analysis of superconductors. The theory and formulae

presented in this chapter are the basis for this experiment and are used to obtain all

theoretically calculated values. This thesis is primarily concerned with situations in

which the magnetic field is in plane with the broad face of the tape and perpendicular to

the current flow. Therefore, the following sections in this chapter are discussed in this

context.

2.1 Critical Current

2. LI Introduction

It was discovered early that there is a maximum amount of current that can be carried

along a superconductor if it is to remain resistanceless. This limit is called the critical

current. In general, there are two contributions to the current flowing in a

superconductor. These currents are called the transport current, IT, and the screening

current. Transport currents are currents supplied from some external source such as a

battery or power supply. They are called transport currents because charge is effectively

"transported" into and out of the superconductor. If the superconductor is exposed to an

external magnetic field, screening currents are induced and circulate on the surface of the

heory of Superconductors



conductor so as to cancel the flux inside. The transport current also creates a "self-field"

which itself induces a screening current. These screening currents are superimposed on

the transport current. The current density J, which is current per unit cross sectional area

of superconductor, can be considered to be the sum of a component J1 due to the

transport current and a component of JH due to the screening currents and is expressed in

the following relationship: 1

J=JT +JH (2.1)

It may be expected that the superconductivity will break down if the magnitude of the

total current density J at any point exceeds the critical current density Jc."'3

In early work on superconductors by London [18], it was shown that there is a

relationship between the total super current density at any point and the magnetic flux

density at that point. Hence, when a current flows in a superconductor, there will be a

flux density, B, and a corresponding field strength, H = B, at the surface which is
1o

related to the surface current density, J. For a type-I superconductor, as the total current

flowing on the superconductor surface increases, the current density at the surface

approaches the critical value Jc and the associated magnetic field strength at the surface

follows and approaches its critical value Hc. Conversely, a magnetic field of strength He

at the surface is always associated with a surface current density at Jc. Therefore, a

superconductor loses its zero resistance when the total magnetic field strength, due to the

transport current and applied magnetic field, exceeds the critical field strength He. The

maximum amount of transport current that can be carried without exceeding the critical

field strength at the surface is called the critical current. Clearly, stronger applied



magnetic fields lead to lower critical current densities. Since the He for type I

superconductors is very small, small applied magnetic fields decrease the ability to carry

JT. Thus, these materials are not useful for applications.1' 3

Critical current density is more complicated in type-II superconductors, however, because

the state of the conductor changes at two field strengths, Hei and H, 2 , instead of only one,

H. Since type-II superconductors are completely in the superconducting state and

behave as type-I superconductors below fields of strength Hei, it is logical to extend the

previous statement about type-I superconductors and critical current; i.e. the material will

be resistanceless as long as the magnetic field strength generated by the transport current

and the applied magnetic field at the surface is below the lower critical value Hei.

However, this has only been observed in the case of extremely perfect samples. Most

samples are not extremely perfect and this actually improves the critical currents above

and below Hei. In fact, it has been shown that the critical current is almost completely

controlled by the imperfection, the amount of chemical impurities and physical

deformities, of the material when the superconductor is in the mixed state. The disparity

between critical currents in the mixed state for perfect type-II superconductors and

imperfect type-II superconductors is quite large. The self-field critical current density of

a highly imperfect superconductor is on the order of 103 A/mm 2 while the self-field

critical current density of a highly perfect superconductor is usually around 10-6

Am2 1,3



2.1.2 Flux Flow Resistance

Flux flow resistance is an experimentally observed property of type-II superconductors

that are subjected to an external magnetic field that lies somewhere between the upper

and lower critical fields. A transport current is applied and the voltage across the

superconductor is monitored as the current is increased. As long as the current stays

below the critical value, no voltage is recorded. When the current is increased above the

critical value, a voltage appears and approaches a linear increase with increasing current.

This voltage is also far less than the voltage which would be observed if the conductor

were in the normal state. Fig 2.1 shows the voltage-current characteristics of three wires

of the same type-II superconductor that only vary in degrees of perfection measured at

the same strength of applied magnetic field. The critical current of each sample is

different as expected, but the slope of the characteristic is the same for all three

specimens. Therefore, the rate at which voltage appears when the critical current is

exceeded is an innate characteristic of the particular material while the critical current is

dependent on the degree of perfection of the material." 3
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Figure 2.1 Voltage-current characteristics of three wires of the same type-II
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dV
The value of the slope which the characteristic approaches at currents well above Ic

dl

is known as flux flow resistance R' of the specimen. The flux flow resistivity p' of the

material is defined by the following formula:1

R' = p (2.2)
A

where 1 is the length of the specimen and A is the cross sectional area of the specimen.

For a given strength of magnetic field, the flux flow resistivity is proportional to the

resistivity of the material in the normal state and approaches this value as the magnetic

field strength is increased to He2 as seen in Fig 2.2.1

2.1.3 Impact of Flux Flow on Critical Current

The phenomena of flux motion and flux flow resistivity are the basic mechanisms which

determine the magnitude of the critical current of a type-II superconductor operating in

the mixed state and are the source of voltage that appears at currents greater than the

critical current. Consider the case of a type-IL superconductor, which is exposed to an

applied magnetic field and operating in the mixed state, carrying a transport current as

shown in Fig 2.3. Since it is in the mixed state, the superconductor will be threaded by

the magnetic flux associated with the normal cores. The interaction between the flux and

the transport current creates a Lorentz force on each flux vortex in the following form3

F = J x #e (2.3)

where F is the force per unit length on the flux vortex, J is the transport current and 4o is

the quantum of flux in the vortex. In the special case where the magnetic field is

perpendicular to the current, the force is just"'3
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(2.4)

In an ideal type-I superconductor, there is no pinning force to balance the Lorentz force

and the flux vortices are free to move across the conductor. The moving flux induces an

electric field given by"3

E = vLx B = vL x o (2.5)

where vL is the velocity of flux lines and n is the number of flux lines per unit area such

that B = n~o.

Since there is no apparent resistance to flux flow, the acceleration of the vortices and

subsequent increase of electric field with time is a logical extension. However, the

observed voltage indicates that the electric field is constant with time. Therefore, a drag

force must exist to balance the Lorentz force. The corresponding force balance between

the Lorentz force and the drag force is

F = ivL = J 0  (2.6)

where rj is a viscous damping constant. The damping force is dissipative and requires a

power input P = E -J which is only available from the transport current power source.

Combining Eq (2.5) and Eq (2.6), the flux flow resistivity is given by the following

expression"3

p ' 40  (2.7)
J 'n

Experimental measurements of p' show that it is a function of temperature, and as T goes

to zero, the flux flow resistivity is well-correlated by"3



H (2.8)

H
where p,, is the resistivity of the normal material and - is the fraction of the normal

Hc2

core area. This result is very interesting because it implies that the dissipation is due to

the transport current flowing through the normal cores of the moving flux vortices.

The flux flow resistivity is the basic dissipative mechanism that is responsible for the AC

loss. However, the dissipation only occurs when the vortices are set in motion. Now that

the dissipative mechanism is discovered and quantified, the behavior of type II

superconductors can be explained. For example, the low values of critical current for

ideal type 1I superconductors arise from the absence of pinning sites to restrain the flux

motion. Since the vortices are unimpeded, the energy dissipation increases as the square

of the current and excessively heats the sample above Tc, which destroys the

superconductivity.' 3

Non-ideal superconductors contain atom impurities, crystal defects, and grain boundaries

that act as pinning sites. While not all vortices are pinned, the mutual repulsion between

the cores creates a rigid structure when only a few are pinned and prevents the vortices

from moving. As the critical current increases to high values, the Lorentz force increases

until it eventually exceeds the pinning force, the vortices begin to move, and, hence, the

critical current is reached. An increase of imperfections or pinning sites increases the

average pinning force per normal core and increases the critical current. Critical currents



are determined experimentally as the current associated with an electric field criterion of

either 10 pV/m or 100 pV/m, depending on the application.1 3

2.1.4 Critical State Model

The critical state model applies to type-II superconductors in the mixed state and is the

state where the Lorentz force is exactly equal to the pinning force. This is expressed by

the following equation

FP = Jc~o (2.9)

where Je is the critical current density. As before, flux flow and dissipation occur when

the current is raised above the critical current. Kim, et al., [27] proposed a force balance

between the drag or viscous force, the Lorentz force, and the pinning force in the

following equation

IvL = FL -F, = *O (J - J) (2.10)

The induced electric field is of the same form as Eq (2.5). Therefore, combining Eq

(2.5), Eq (2.7), Eq (2.8), and Eq (2.10), the electric field can be written as

E=p ( (2.11)
Hc2

This equation is very useful for computing the energy loss of a superconducting filament

carrying a transport current. The effect of H in Eq (2.11) is shown in Fig 2.2.3

It is not necessary to determine the flux flow resistivity explicitly in order to calculate the

loss. The critical state model provides a convenient description of the hysteresis loss as a

succession of quasi-static time steps between equilibrium distributions of magnetic field



and current within the specimen. Therefore, it is sufficient to compute the electric field,

E and the current distribution, J, from the quasi-static Maxwell equations

VxH=J (2.12)

and

VxE (2.13)at

BB B.
Use of these equations is valid as long as -- << ' where Bp is the magnetic field

t 'Tm

required to fully penetrate the filament and Tm is the time constant for magnetic flux to

diffuse through the filament. For typical type-I superconductors, this condition should

hold as long as the frequency of the changing magnetic field does not approach the

gigahertz range. 3

2.2 AC Losses

2.2.1 Introduction

This section deals with the macroscopic description of AC losses in superconductors and

outlines the mathematical model from which the losses can be quantitatively computed.

Before the model is presented, it is important to understand the conditions under which

the superconductor is operated and how these conditions relate to the model. It is also

important to acknowledge the underlying assumptions of the model. The type of

superconductor, filament distribution, matrix material, conditions of magnetic field and

transport current and their respective time dependence are all factors that determine the

amount of loss that occur in a superconductor.



The multifilament composite conductor exhibits two independent loss mechanisms under

the influence of a changing magnetic field. These loss mechanisms are coupling currents

through the normal matrix material and hysteresis loss in the individual superconducting

filaments. The relative contribution of these loss mechanisms depends on a variety of

factors. These factors are listed as follows:3

1) Frequency of the alternating current or magnetic field,
2) Amplitude of the magnetic field change,
3) Amplitude of the transport current,
4) Current ramp rate,
5) Magnitude of background field,
6) Field orientation with respect to the conductor,
7) Conductor properties:

a) Filament twist pitch
b) Filament size
c) Matrix to superconductor ratio
d) Conductivity and permeability perpendicular to filaments
e) Conductivity and permeability parallel to filaments

The following sections are intended to develop an understanding of the loss mechanisms

within the bulk superconductor carrying a DC transport current in a changing external

magnetic field. The mathematical treatment is based upon the macroscopic currents,

magnetic fields, and electric fields, but the models are consistent with the microscopic

phenomena discussed earlier.

2.2.2 Hysteresis Loss in One-Dimensional Slab

A one-dimensional slab of non-ideal type-II superconductor is often used as a simple

example to illustrate the fundamentals of the critical state model. It is also directly

applicable to the conditions set up by this experiment. Consider a slab as shown in Fig

2.4 to be of thickness 2a and infinite in length and exposed to a uniformly distributed



alternating external magnetic field, He, oriented parallel to the sides of the slab. The

magnitude of the magnetic field is such that the superconductor is in the mixed state. The

flux will penetrate the material to the point where the pinning force equals the Lorentz

force of the flux bundles. Therefore, the condition is the critical state and the induced

current density is at the critical value and can be solved by Eq (2.12) and Eq (2.13) with

the boundary current H = He at the surface. The exact form of the solution depends on

the assumptions made to the critical current density, Jc. The Bean [29] model considers

the critical current to be independent of the magnetic field while the Kim [28] model

considers the critical current to be inversely proportional to the magnetic field.

2.2.2.1 Bean Model

If the critical current is assumed constant as according to the Bean Model, the solution to

Eq (2.12) is of the form

H=He + Jc (x -a) x >0 (2.14)

Fig 2.5 shows the magnetic field and current distributions inside the superconductor that

are consistent with the Bean model at selected steps as the magnetic field is swept over a

complete cycle beginning with the virgin state. The field penetrates the slab to a point xp

proportional to the strength of the external magnetic field given by'"15

x =a He (2.15)

The slab is said to be fully penetrated when the external field, He, is equal to the

penetration field, Hp. Therefore, Hp is defined as3 15

HP = Jca (2.16)
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Figure 2.4 Type-II superconductor in an externally applied magnetic field showing
the induced screening current pattern.4
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Figure 2.5 Current and magnetic field distributions inside a type-II superconductor
in the mixed state with no transport current in an alternating magnetic field.3



As the magnetic field is reduced from its maximum value to zero, there remains some

magnetic flux trapped within the slab as shown in Fig 2.5(e). This trapped flux is the

hysteresis inherent in the superconductor. As the field swings around and begins to

increase in Fig 2.5(h), the current flows in a direction to shield the inner regions of the

superconductor to the changing magnetic field.1,2,3, 5

The hysteresis loss can be calculated from the magnetization of the slab. The

magnetization is calculated from ,2,3,

M=He f Hdx (2.17)
a

Fig 2.6 shows the magnetization curves for a full-cycle magnetic field sweep and for a

half-cycle magnetic field sweep. The energy loss density per cycle is equal to the area

under the magnetization curve and is given by"2 3,i

Qh = OMdH (2.18)
cycle

When the integration is performed over the full cycle of magnetic field sweep, the results

depend on the strength of the external magnetic field compared to the magnitude of the

penetration field. The results are listed below 3" 5

/ 3

2 H__

Q =-pNH " HHm HP (2.19)
3 + f Hj

Qh =--pNH " 3-2 Hm> Hp (2.20)
3 P Hp HM

Qh = 2poHmHp Hm >> Hp (2.21)

where Hm is the maximum value of the external magnetic field.
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Figure 2.6 Magnetization loops for type-II superconductor for (a) full cycle
magnetic field sweeps and (b) half-cycle magnetic field sweeps.4



2.2.2.2 Kim Model

The hysteresis loss is calculated from the Kim model by following a similar procedure as

with the Bean model. Instead of assuming the critical current is constant with magnetic

field, the Kim model assigns a functional dependency of the critical current density with

the magnetic field given by the following expression3 ,15

Je= JH (2.22)H+H 0

Jwhere Jo = Jc at H = 0 and Ho = He at JC = . The field profile in the filaments
2

calculated from Eq (2.12) becomes 3' 15

H=HO 1+ * x --1> x>0 (2.23)
HO HO 2)_

Fig 2.7 shows the field and current distributions calculated from the Kim model for

various values of the external magnetic fields. The penetration depth of the magnetic

field becomes

a He (HxP = * HO+ * (2.24)
2 HOJO( 2

and full penetration occurs when He = Hp where

H, =HO I+ Joa a (2.25)
H O

The hysteresis loss density per cycle calculated from Eq (2.18) when the magnetic field is

cycled between Hm and -Hm is3'1

Ho+Hm
Q h = oJHO In Hn (2.26)
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2.2.3 Effect of Transport Current on Hysteresis Loss

The effect of transport current in the slab is modeled in a way similar to a slab with no

transport current and is consistent with the critical state model. Consider a one-

dimensional slab to be in a uniform external magnetic field carrying a transport current,

It, which is smaller than the critical current, Ic. It is assumed that the transport current is

maintained at a constant value by a power supply and the only the effect of the changing

magnetic field is to alter the magnetization currents. The field and current distributions

in the superconductor that correspond to the prescribed conditions at discrete time steps

as the magnetic field is cycled through an amplitude of Hm are shown in Fig 2.8. The

current flows everywhere in the cross section at the critical value and is considered

constant as per the Bean model.

As the field goes through several cycles, it is apparent that the central region of the slab is

occupied by the transport current and the field required to fully penetrate to the region

with current is less than the field required to penetrate to the center of the slab when no

transport current is present. The full penetration field depends on the size of the transport

current region given by the following relationship 2

H' =Hp(1-i) (2.27)

where i = The magnetization determined from Eq (2.17) is given by the following
Ic

equation2 15

M'= H P (1-i2 (2.28).
2
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The magnetization loss density, Q' , per cycle calculated from Eq (2.18) and Eq (2.27) is

given by the following equation' d

Q'= 2HMHP (Ii2) Hm>> H'p (2.29).

The loss in a slab with transport current is very similar to the loss in a slab without

transport current modified by a term proportional to the transport current. It is also

interesting to note that the hysteresis loss is totally unaffected by the transport current if

Hm is less than H'. T

The experimental technique developed in this thesis detects only the loss from the

magnetization currents. However, it should be noted that the total losses of the

superconductor actually increase by a factor of (+i2) while the magnetization loss

decreases by a factor of (i -- i2). This discrepancy is apparent when the total energy loss

is calculated using the Poynting Vector energy approach. The Poynting vector, S, is a

vector quantity that describes both the magnitude and direction of the energy flow rate of

electromagnetic waves defined by the following expression 20

S=ExH (2.30).

The magnitude of the Poynting vector gives the flow of energy through a cross-sectional

area perpendicular to the propagation direction of the wave per unit area and time. The

total energy flow per unit time or power out of any closed surface is given by the integral

of the Poynting vector over the surface for one cycle, represented by the following

equation20 F

tr
P = IS -dA (2.31). f;



The hysteresis loss density is given by the difference between the Poynting energy

density and the magnetic energy density stored in the superconductor. Fig 2.9 shows the

field distributions within a superconducting slab carrying a normalized transport current,

I, according to the Bean model when the external magnetic field is increased from He to

He + AHe. The electric field at x = 0 is directed into the paper and given by1 5

dH
E (0))= -pta(1-i) * (2.32).

dt

The Poynting vector at x = 0, S(O) = E(O) x H e, is directed into the slab because the

magnetic field is pointed in the +y-direction and the electric field is pointed into the

y

He + Hpi +AHe
1 2

He -Hpi +AHe He +Hpi

He - Hpi - H

x

0 x a 2a

Figure 2.9 Magnetic field distribution in a superconducting slab carrying a
transport current of i as predicted by the Bean model. The dotted lines show the
field distribution after the field is increased by AHe.



paper. The energy flux at x = 0, cs(O), is calculated from the Poynting vector and given

by the following expression 5

s(0) = f1S(O)|t = ap (I - iXH e - Hpi)AHe (2.33)

The electric field at x = 2a is directed out of the paper and given by'5

E,(2a)= pia(1+i) dHe (2.34)
dt

The Poynting vector at x = 2a, S(2a) = E(2a) x He, points in the -x-direction, into the

slab, because the magnetic field is in the +y-direction and the electric field is out of the

paper. The energy flux at x = 2a, es(2a), is given by the following expression 5

s(2a) = JS(2a)dt = ap 0 (1 + iXH, + H~i)AHe (2.35)

The total Poynting input energy density, es, is determined by summing Eq (2.33) and Eq

(2.35) and then dividing by the width of the slab, 2a. The total Poynting energy density is

given by the following equation 5

e = [s,(0)+I (2a)]= PO (Hpe+ H i2)He (2.36)
2a

The change in magnetic energy stored in the slab from the original state, He, to the new

state, He + AH , must be calculated next. The computation is divided into two regions

where x* = (1 -i)a. Region I is the region of the slab where x falls between 0 and x* and

region II is the region of the slab where x falls between x* and 2a. The change in

magnetic energy stored in the slab for region I, Asm, is given by the following

expression 5



Asmi - o f Ii)a [H2 (x) - Hx) x (2.37)

where H', (x)is the magnetic field distribution of the new state and HI(x) is the magnetic

field distribution of the original state. Solving Eq (2.37) gives the following expression

for the change in stored magnetic field energy in region 115

AsmI = apLHe (1-i)- HP (I -i2) AH (2.38)
2

The change in magnetic energy stored in the slab for region II, Asm 2, is given by an

expression similar to Eq (2.37)15

Asm2 = [H 22(x)- H 2(x)kx (2.39)
m2=2a f -i0

where H'2 (x)is the magnetic field distribution of the new state and H2(x) is the magnetic

field distribution of the original state. Solving Eq (2.39) gives the following expression

for the change in stored magnetic field energy in region 1115

Asm2 =apo[ He(1+i)- 2 (I _2)jAHe (2.40)
2

The change in magnetic energy density stored in the slab, Aem, is now calculated by

summing Eq (2.38) and Eq (2.40) and dividing by the width of the slab, 2a, or15

Aem = I (As2mi + Am2) o He HP (I _ i2 )Ae (2.41)
2a 2

The hysteresis energy density, Q', can now be calculated by subtracting Eq (2.41) from

Eq (2.36), which gives the following expression1 5



Q'h 0 (1+i2)AHe (2.42)

Eq (2.42) was developed for the case when the external magnetic field is much stronger

than the modified penetration field, He >> H,(1-i). For the case when the field is

increased from zero to Hm, Eq (2.42) becomes

Qh OHMHp (I+2 ) Hm>> H'P (2.43)
2

The difference between Eq (2.43) and Eq (2.29) is given by the following expression2

Q =QrQ - = !lHMH P 2i2  (2.44).QT h m 22

where QT is the transport loss density. The extra energy loss is supplied by the current

source. As the external field increases, the transport current is driven to decrease and the

power supply develops a voltage to maintain a constant current. Hence, the current

source must do work to maintain a constant transport current in the presence of an

alternating magnetic field. Therefore, the total hysteresis loss can be divided into a

magnetization loss, Q'm , that occurs from the magnetization currents and a transport loss,

QT, that occurs from the transport current supply working to maintain a constant

transport current.2, 5 In the interest of time, the magnetization loss was the only mode of

dissipation investigated in this thesis.

2.2.4 Coupling Current Loss

Coupling currents flow within the matrix between superconducting filaments induced by

a time-varying magnetic field or transport current. Since coupling currents flow in the



matrix, the mode of power dissipation is Joule heating in the normal material. However,

the interaction between an array of superconducting filaments within the matrix is highly

non-linear and the calculation of J and E is very complicated. The inter-filament currents

are driven by the induced electric field described by Faraday's law and decay in a much

more complicated way.

The power dissipated by the coupling currents is' 5

(.2

P = L(2.45)
Pt

where pt is the effective transverse resistivity of the strand, B is the changing external

magnetic field, and L is the length of superconductor. Since the frequency of the

magnetic field is small, the power dissipation due to coupling currents for this experiment

is quite small when compared to the hysteresis loss.

The coupling currents have a more significant effect on the hysteresis loss of the

conductor, however. As was shown in the earlier section, the hysteresis loss is

proportional to the filament dimensions. The coupling currents electromagnetically link

the filaments and the conductor behaves like a single core superconductor. The effective

filament dimensions increase which in turn increases the hysteresis loss. A diffusion time

constant defined by 5 2 2

T 0 L (2.46)
2pm 2



, where L is the length of the sample and pm is the matrix resistivity, is used to predict the

behavior of the superconductor. Long samples with a low effective matrix resistivity

have long paths and long decay times for the coupling currents. The monofilament

behavior has been observed at very low frequencies of only a couple of Hertz for tape

superconductors with silver matrix. It has been reported that the total 50 Hz magnetic

field losses are typically enhanced by a factor of 5-10 compared to the hysteresis losses

of the individual filaments of HTS multifilament tape superconductors. 5 ,23,24



3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Introduction

High temperature multifilament BSCCO-2223/Ag superconducting tape can now be

fabricated in long lengths. However, the properties of the superconductor are not

uniform over these long lengths. For technical and commercial success of high

temperature superconductors, high quality wires with adequate critical currents and low

levels of energy loss must be available. To improve the wires, it is important to have

methods in place to measure and quantify the properties of the conductors. This

experiment was designed to characterize the properties of BSCCO-2223/Ag tapes over a

range of temperatures and subjected to conditions consistent with fusion applications.

3.2 Experimental Techniques

3.2.1 V-I Characteristic for Je Measurement

The critical currents of BSCCO-2223/Ag-sheathed tapes were measured as a function of

external magnetic field and temperature by directly monitoring the electric field through

voltage taps on the conductor. The method for the critical current measurements was a

typical four terminal method. Two voltage taps were soldered to the samples 0.1 m apart,

and two copper current leads were soldered to ends of the tapes. The sample was placed

in a uniform magnetic field either parallel or perpendicular to the ab-plane. The voltage

across the sample was measured as the transport current in the sample was increased,

which was controlled by an external power supply. While the sample was in the



superconducting state, no voltage was measured. As the current passed the critical value

for the field and temperature conditions, the measured voltage increased. A computer

and a chart recorder were used to record the voltage as a function of the transport current

in the sample, generating the V-I characteristic curve. The critical currents of the

samples were then determined from the V-I curves and electric field criteria. ITER

reports critical currents that correspond with an electric field criterion of 10 pV/m while

many groups working with HTS materials report critical currents that correspond to an

electric field criterion of 100 pV/m. Since the voltage taps were placed 0.1 m apart for

this experiment, the critical current was determined at a sample voltage either 1 pV or

10 p.V.

It has been established, in a purely empirical way, that the voltage developed by a

multifilamentary superconductor at currents close to the critical value behaves

approximately as J" where n is a characteristic value of the superconductor. 2 Higher

values of n indicate a rapid increase of voltage across the sample as the current increases.

An existing computer program was used to analyze the n value based on a two-point data

set obtained from the V-I characteristic curve. The program calculated the n value using

Eq (3.1),

V= -I (3.1)

where Io is the measured current associated with an electric field, Vo, of 10 pV/m while I

is the measured current associated with an electric field, V, of 100 pV/m. The critical



currents and n value were compared to a curve-fitting analysis that calculated the n value

from Eq (3.2),

log(V) = a + n log(I) (3.2)

where a is a fitting parameter. The critical current and n value determined from Eq (3.1)

were compared to the critical current and n value determined from Eq (3.2). The data

was accepted if the critical current and n values were similar for both calculations.

For the critical current test, several factors must be considered in order to record an

accurate value of the critical current for specific conditions. One concern is the

temperature of the sample. Since current leads are not superconducting, ohmic heating

occurs in the resistive contacts and adds a thermal load to the sample. If the heat diffuses

into the bulk, it can cause a significant reduction of the measured critical current and can

even damage the sample. Therefore, it is important to keep the resistive power

dissipation in the current leads and joints to a level which can be removed adequately by

the available coolant to avoid an appreciable temperature rise in the sample.

Another concern is the sample support mechanism. Most critical current tests are

performed with the current perpendicular to the magnetic field because this situation is

very common in magnets. Therefore, the sample will experience a Lorentz force in the

form of F = J x B. This Lorentz force could cause the sample to move or bend during the

test, which would damage or degrade the sample performance. Also, since the properties

of HTS materials are highly anisotropic, the critical currents are very sensitive to the



magnetic field orientation. Therefore, proper support of the sample is essential to restrict

the movement during the measurements.

Another factor that affects the critical current measurement is the ramp speed of the

transport current during the test. The critical currents measured with current ramp speeds

of 0.1 Amp/s are very different from the critical currents measured from pulsed

experiments, where the current change can be as fast as 105 Amp/s. One reason for this

difference in measurement results from the current ramp itself. Power dissipation occurs

in the sample while the current is changing and increases as the ramp speed increases.

This power dissipation causes a temperature rise in the sample which then affects the

critical current measurement. A strict DC measurement of the V-I curve and critical

dI
current is impossible because the very definition of DC is that 1 = 0. Nevertheless,

dt

accurate results for the DC critical current can be obtained from the V-I curve when the

current ramp rate is significantly slow. This is defined by a speed where the AC loss

dissipation can be cooled by the surrounding fluid or conducted away to maintain the

sample temperature constant.

The critical current of BSCCO-2223/Ag superconducting tapes was investigated under

various conditions. The effects of magnetic field orientation and strength, temperature,

and current ramp rate on the critical current were measured, and the results are reported

in Chapter 4. The measurement technique was extended from previous work at the

Plasma Science & Fusion Center of measuring the critical current in Nb3Sn

superconductors.



Fig 3.1 shows the instrumentation used for the critical current measurement. The HP

34420A nanovolt/micro-ohm meter was used to measure the voltage taps on the

superconductor and the external magnetic field measured by the hall probe. The HP

34420A has two input channels and recorded the sample voltage and hall probe voltage

simultaneously. The HP 3458A multimeter was used to measure the transport current in

the superconductor by monitoring the voltage across the 1 OOmV/i 00 A shunt of the

transport current power supply, an HP 6260B. The sample voltage, current, and the

external magnetic field were recorded on a Macintosh computer through a GPIB interface

using LabVIEW software. The V-I curves were also recorded on a Goerz-Metrawatt

SE780 chart recorder. The sample voltage was supplied by the analog output of the HP

34420A and was connected to channel Y of the chart recorder. The HP 6260B shunt

voltage was connected directly to channel X of the chart recorder. The V-I characteristic

was then recorded directly on the chart. The results of both measurement devices were

then compared for accuracy.

The critical currents of BSCCO-2223/Ag-sheathed tape superconductors were measured

at temperatures ranging from 77 K to 115 K with externally applied DC magnetic fields

of strengths from zero to 0.4 T. The samples were first brought to the temperature of

interest. Then, the DC magnetic field was applied. The V-I curve was obtained by

slowly increasing the current in the superconducting sample and recording the voltage

across the sample while the temperature and magnetic field remained constant.

Eventually, the current reached the critical value, the Lorentz force on the flux vortices



Figure 3.1 Circuit used to measure the critical current of BSCCO-2223/Ag tapes.
The multimeters were connected to the computer through a GPIB connection.

was greater than the pinning force, flux flow occurred, and the voltage across the sample

increased.

3.2.2 Magnetization Method for AC Loss Measurement

The losses in a superconductor are an unwanted heat load and affect the efficiency and

economics of superconducting systems. Therefore, it is important to quantify the losses

and improve the performance of the superconductor. The measurement technique used

here is based on estimating the AC losses by integrating a Poynting Vector (E x H) on a

closed surface surrounding the sample over a cycle of the magnetic field.



The loss power density dissipated in the box shown in Fig 3.2 is given by the Poynting

vector as follows

(3.3)

where Vsc is the volume of superconductor in the box, T is the period, A is the whole

surface area of the box, E is the electric field, and H is the magnetic field. The surface

integral of (E x H) is zero everywhere except for the shaded region. Also, the

contribution of each shaded region to the loss density is the same because of symmetry.

Therefore, Eq (3.3) reduces to the following expression

Q (E, x H). dAdt

Figure 3.2 Drawing of BSCCO-2223 tape superconductor in an alternating external
magnetic field. The box represents the boundaries over which the surface integral
of the Poynting Vector was performed. The shaded region, A1, represents the area
of one side of the box with height, h, and 100 mm long.

(3.4).

Q =- II(E xH)- dAdt



Next, a pick up coil of N turns is assumed wound completely over the shaded region S in

a direction parallel to the x-axis. The winding pattern for the pick up coil is located in

section 3.4.3 of this thesis. The dA term is now given as

dA = hdx (3.5)
N

where dx is a small line element along the pick up coil wire on the surface A1. If the pick

up coil is wound flat, then E is assumed to be in the plane Ai and in the direction parallel

to the pick up coil wires. Furthermore, if H is considered parallel to A1, then H is

perpendicular to E and the cross product becomes the product of the magnitudes of the

vectors. Also, if the magnetic field and the electric field are assumed to be uniform over

the shaded area, then the magnetic field and electric field are only functions of time.

Combining these assumptions with Eq (3.4) and Eq (3.5) gives the following relationship

2 hH(t) / x 2 1 hH(t)V(t)
Q = VcIN (fE(t)dx lt = VS _dt (3.6).

sc NSVc N

The definition V(t) = JE(t)dx where V(t) is the pick up coil voltage, E(t) is the electric

field induced from the losses in the superconductor, and dx is a line element along the

wire were used in simplifying Eq (3.6). The applied magnetic field has the form

H(t) = Hm sin(cot). The pick up coil voltage will have the same form as the magnetic

field, but the phase will be different. The phase is different because the pick up coil

voltage has two components, an electric field component generated by the AC losses and

an inductive component due to residual net flux linkage with the applied magnetic field.

The electric field component is the quantity to be measured, and the inductive component

is background noise for this experiment. The electric field component is in-phase with

the magnetic field while the inductive voltage is 900 out-of-phase with the magnetic field.



The total phase shift of the pick up coil voltage is determined by the ratio of the electric

field component and the inductive component. Therefore, the voltage will lag the

magnetic field by a phase between 0* and 900 based on the ratio of the electric field

component and the inductive component and has the form V(t) = Vm sin(ot -

Substituting these forms for the magnetic field and pick up coil voltage into Eq (3.6)

gives the following expression for the AC losses

Q= 2h IHm sin(ot)Vm sin(ot -#$t (3.7).
NVsc

This integral can be solved using the trigonometric identity shown in Eq (3.8).

sin A sin B = -(cos(A - B)- cos(A + B)) (3.8)
2

where A = ot and B = ot - . The lines following are the algebraic steps of combining

Eq (3.7) and Eq (3.8) and reducing the following integral to a useful equation.

Q= 2hH mV' (cos(4) - cos(2ot - ))t
NV f 2(

hHm~ V 1T
Q = "' "'( T cos(#)- -- sin(2ot -#)

NVC 2o 0

hH- V (1 1i(o -~

Q = "' "T cos() - - sin(2iot - - -- sin(K)
NVSC 2o 2(o
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The following relationships were used in the previous derivation:

= f - ( 
(3.10)

T 27t

Hm = -FJHnnS Vm = F2V., (3.11)

where T is the period in seconds, f is the frequency in hertz, and oi is the angular

frequency in radians per second, and Hm and Vm are the maximum values for the

magnetic field and pick up coil voltage and Hms and Vrms are the root mean square of

these quantities. In Eq (3.9), the quantities h, Hrms, f, N, and Vsc are all known quantities

determined from the test set-up and are controlled by the experimenter. Therefore, only

Vrms and $ are unknown, and the AC losses can be determined by measuring these

quantities directly.

Fig 3.3 shows the instrumentation used to measure the AC losses in BSCCO-2223/Ag

tape superconductors as a function of magnetic field frequency, magnetic field amplitude,

and as a function of transport current. A pick up coil, referred to as the sample coil, was

placed directly on a specimen inside an external magnetic field. A second pickup coil,

referred to as the balancing coil, was placed in close proximity to the sample coil such

that the external magnetic flux through both pick up coils was the same, but the balancing

coil was far enough away to be unaffected by the flux produced by currents in the

sample. The output voltages from the pick up coils were added so as to cancel most of

the inductive background voltage induced by the changing magnetic field. The balancing

coil was larger than the measurement coil by 5 turns so the summed output voltage of the

pickup coils could be adjusted to zero through a potentiometer.



The lock-in amplifier used for this experiment was an EG&G Instruments 7265 DSP

Lock-in amplifier with two inputs and sensitive to frequencies in the range of 0.001 Hz to

250 kHz and voltages in the range of 2 nV to 1 V full-scale.

One feature of this particular lock-in amplifier that greatly reduced the difficulty of the

experiment was the differential input feature. With this feature, the sample pick up coil

was connected to input A of the lock-in amplifier while the balancing pick up coil was

connected through a reducing circuit, shown in Fig 3.4, to input B. The voltage signal

from the balancing coil was reduced in magnitude according to the following relationship

Vout = R Vin (3.12)
101

where Vout is the output voltage from the reducing circuit, R is the resistance set by the

potentiometer, and Vi, is the input voltage from the balancing pick up coil. The 105

factor in the denominator is the maximum value of the resistance for the particular

potentiometer used in this experiment.



Figure 3.3 Schematic of the experimental setup for the AC loss measurements.

100 kQ
Potentiometer

VOX

R V

Figure 3.4 Schematic for the reducing circuit used to adjust the voltage measured
from the balancing pick up coil.



The lock-in amplifier measured these voltages separately and then reported the difference

between the signals as a single root mean square (rms) voltage, Vrms. The lock-in

amplifier was also capable of displaying the component of the signal voltage that was in-

phase with the magnetic field and the component 90* out-of-phase with the magnetic

field simultaneously. Therefore, by adjusting the potentiometer in the reducing circuit, it

was possible to approximately cancel the inductive voltage of the sample pick up coil

with the inductive voltage of the balancing pick up coil. Reducing the inductive

background noise increased the signal-to-noise ratio from approximately 1:250 to 1:1.

Another feature of the EG&G lock-in amplifier that significantly reduced the difficulty of

the experiment was the ability to measure the in-phase component and the 900 inductive

component of the pick up coil voltage directly and simultaneously. The phase of the

magnetic field was measured from a hall probe positioned near the sample inside the

dewar with respect to the TTL output of the function generator. The lock-in amplifier

was then programmed to measure the components of the differential voltage signal from

the pick up coils that had the same phase with respect to the TTL output as the magnetic

field. For the in-phase component of the pick up coil voltage, the cos (<) term in Eq (3.9)

was equal to 1 and the equation for the experimental determination of the AC losses

reduced to the following form

hH V'
Q= """ (3.13).

fNVsc

where V' is the rms value of the voltage in-phase with the magnetic field.
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This feature was also important for the balancing of the pick up coils. For experiments

that utilize the magnetization method for AC loss measurements, the pickup coils are

usually balanced in the absence of the sample. Then, the sample is inserted without

disturbing the pick up coils and the measurements are taken. This experiment was

performed differently because the experiments were performed at cryogenic temperatures

and the sample could not be inserted after the pick up coils had been cooled and

balanced. Therefore, it was necessary to balance the pick up coils with the sample in

place. Assuming the balancing coil was placed far enough away from the sample so that

the voltage signal was purely inductive, then the total inductive voltage signal measured

by the lock-in amplifier could be minimized without affecting the in-phase electric field

component by adjusting the potentiometer. Since the lock-in amplifier displayed the in-

phase and inductive components separately, the assumption was confirmed

experimentally and reducing the background noise was performed at 77 K.

The AC losses of BSCCO-2223/Ag sheathed tapes subjected to an AC magnetic field and

no transport current were measured at 77 K as a function of magnetic field strength and

magnetic field frequency. The effect of transport current on the AC losses at a fixed

frequency and amplitude were also studied. The samples were cooled to 77 K using a

liquid nitrogen bath. The AC magnetic field with the maximum field strength of 0.4 T

and a frequency of 0.093 Hz was applied. Then, the potentiometer was adjusted to

minimize the inductive background voltage. Now, the AC loss measurements could be

performed.



The AC losses were measured as a function of magnetic field frequency for half-cycle

sweeps, as shown in Fig 2.6(b), at constant maximum field strength. The applied

magnetic field was an alternating sine wave, as shown in Fig 4.13, with a peak magnetic

field of 0.375 T at frequencies of 0.057, 0.073, 0.093, 0.110, and 0.130 Hz. Frequencies

that are multiples of 60 were avoided because of the uncertain interaction between the

lock-in amplifier and the line signal from the building.

The AC losses were also measured as a function of the magnetic field amplitude for a

constant sweep frequency of half-cycle sweeps. The applied magnetic field was a sine

wave with a minimum of zero to maximum strengths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and

0.375 T at a sweep frequency of 0.093 Hz. The effect of DC transport current on the AC

losses was measured at a field frequency of 0.093 Hz and a maximum strength of 0.35 T.

The DC transport current was increased in steps of 10 A from zero to a maximum of 100

A. The results and discussions of these experiments are listed in Chapter 4.

For each test, the sample was cooled to 77 K and the pick up coils were balanced as

discussed in the previous section. Next, the magnetic field was adjusted to the desired

conditions as listed above. Then, if the experiment conditions required transport current,

the DC transport current was added. A time delay of approximately 5 minutes was

allowed for the conditions to reach a steady state value before recording the data. The

Vrms output of the lock-in amplifier was recorded on a Yokogawa chart recorder as a

function of time. Each data point required at least 10 minutes before for an average value

could be determined.



3.3 Copper Electromagnet

A large, water-cooled copper electromagnet was used to generate the DC magnetic fields

necessary for the critical current measurements and to generate the AC magnetic fields

necessary for the AC loss measurements. The electromagnet was comprised of a split

solenoidal magnet pair with an iron yoke and two pole pieces, which concentrate the

magnetic flux. Fig 3.5 shows a photograph of the magnet used for the experiments. The

copper coils had a diameter and a thickness of approximately 0.91 m and 0.15 m,

respectively. The pole pieces were 0.30 m in diameter and 38.1 mm thick. The south

coil pole piece was removed to increase the gap to approximately 0.19 m to allow access

for the dewar. A hall probe was used to measure the uniformity of the magnetic field

generated between the coils. These measurements were used to determine the placement

of the sample during the tests. Plots for the magnetic field uniformity and field saturation

tests are given in Appendix A.



Figure 3.5 Picture of copper magnet used for all experiments performed for this
thesis.

Since the copper magnet was a DC magnet and had a high inductance, distortion of the

sine wave pattern of the alternating fields was expected. The distortion was measured by

using the lock-in amplifier to observe the harmonics of the hall probe signal. The most

distortion was expected to occur at the higher frequencies of magnetic field sweep.

Therefore, the harmonics of the hall probe voltage in an alternating magnetic field at a

frequency of 0.130 Hz and a maximum strength of 0.35 T were measured. Fig 3.6 shows

a plot of the rms value for the hall probe voltages for the first five harmonics. The basic

harmonic was over 10,000 times greater than the others, and, therefore, the distortion of

the magnetic field was considered to be negligible at 0. 130 Hz. Since all measurements
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Figure 3.6 Harmonics of the hall probe rms voltage signal when the copper
electromagnet is ramped to a maximum field strength of 0.4 T in a sine wave pattern
at 0.130 Hz.

were done at frequencies equal to or lower than 0.130 Hz, the assumption of a pure sine

wave was considered valid for all experiments.

3.3.1 Magnet Power supplies

Two EMHP 30 V/600 A power supplies were used to charge the copper magnet up to

magnetic fields of 0.4 T. Two power supplies operated in series were needed to supply

the volts necessary to drive the 100 A current, which induced the maximum magnetic

field of 0.4 T. For the DC tests, the power supplies were controlled remotely by a HP

6282A DC power supply to maintain constant magnetic fields. For the AC tests, the



power supplies were controlled remotely with a low frequency sinusoidal wave generator

to control the ramp speed and peak field magnitude.

3.3.2 Dewar

The dewar used for this experiment was a stainless steel cylinder with a 12.7 mm vacuum

gap between the inner and outer walls. The cylinder was approximately 1 m tall with an

inner diameter of 150 mm. A styro-foam plug 200 mm tall was constructed to isolate the

interior of the dewar from the environment. Since the probe was fixed into place to hold

the sample in the magnetic field, the dewar was placed on an adjustable stand so the

liquid level relative to the probe could be controlled during the temperature dependency

experiments. In order for the sample to reach temperatures higher than 77 K, cooling

from the rising cryogen vapor was balanced by heating from the heating coil to maintain

a constant temperature above 77 K. Since the dewar was on an adjustable stand, the

sample could be immersed in the cryogen bath or removed completely out of the liquid

without moving the sample relative to the magnetic field.

3.4 Design of Test Probe

3.4.1 Test Probe

A photograph of the test probe is shown in Fig 3.7. The design drawings for each probe

piece are listed in Appendix B. The purpose of the probe was to provide support for the

sample for magnetic fields oriented in-plane with the broad face of the tape, as well as

perpendicular to it. The probe also provided a means to attach instrumentation, transport

cryogens, and add transport current to the sample.



The test probe was designed under the constraints of environmental heat load, current

lead contacts, and magnetic field. The following sections outline the effects these factors

had on the design of the probe. The probe was also designed to fit inside the bore of a

superconducting dipole magnet located in building NW-22 laboratory at the Plasma

Science & Fusion Center at MIT. It was expected that the dipole magnet would be used

during subsequent tests once the experimental technique was developed and understood

using the copper electromagnet. However, these tests are beyond the scope of this thesis,

and further experimentation in the superconducting dipole magnet is left for future work.



Figure 3.7 Test probe used for measurements. The sample area is insulated using
styro-foam.



3.4.1.1 Environmental Heat Load

Since there is such a large temperature gradient between room temperature and liquid

nitrogen and liquid helium temperatures, the thermal conductivity of the probe should be

minimized. Heat conduction through the probe would result in excessive boil off of the

cryogen and inaccurate control of the sample temperature. Ideally, the sample should be

isolated from the environment and remain in an isothermal state during the

measurements; however, physical contacts that penetrate the dewar were necessary.

Therefore, a material with a low thermal conductivity, G- 10, was used to minimize the

thermal conduction.

3.4.1.2 Current Lead Connections

The current leads were designed to carry 100 A of transport current to the sample. The

current leads were constructed from copper wire and, therefore, heat was conducted into

or dissipated in the system by thermal conduction and joule heating, respectively. The

contact area between the current leads and the superconductor was approximately 25 mm

in length and 3.5 mm wide to reduce the joint resistance and subsequent Joule heating.

The current leads were placed approximately 38 mm from the region of the

superconductor enclosed by the pick up coils and 50 mm from the voltage taps soldered

to the superconductor to reduce the effect of heat conduction from the current leads.

Thermal contraction coefficients of copper and the superconductor are very different over

the temperature range from room temperature to cryogenic temperatures. Since strain

affects the critical current of superconductors in an adverse way, the strain caused by the
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different contraction lengths of the current leads and superconductor was considered.

Flexible current leads were therefore attached to the superconductor to minimize the

effect of strain due to thermal contraction.

3.4.1.3 Magnetic Field

The test probe should have no electromagnetic interactions with the external magnetic

field. Changing magnetic fields induce eddy currents in materials that have low electrical

conductivities. These eddy currents flow in conducting materials and result in Joule

heating which could pose a heat load to the cryogenic system and can also affect the

temperature of the sample.

The probe materials should also be non-magnetic, so they do not interact with the

magnetic field. The primary material used to construct the test probe was G- 10, which is

a commercially available, non-metallic, glass fiber composite material that provides

excellent structural support while minimizing thermal and electrical conduction. G- 10

material is also relatively easy to machine, and, since it is non-magnetic and non-

conducting, it has no interaction with the magnetic field.

3.4.2 Heater Design

A heater was designed and built to measure the critical current at temperatures ranging

from 4.2 K to 120 K. In conjunction with the sample heater, the sample was held in the

vapor above the cryogenic liquid to maintain a constant temperature. The convection

cooling from the rising vapor was balanced by conduction heating from the externally



powered resistive heater coil. The heater coil was constructed from a 9 gauge stainless

steel wire approximately 3.85 m long wrapped non-inductively around a thin G- 10 plate

that was 0.33 m long, 13 mm wide, and 1 mm thick. Notches were made approximately

3 mm apart along both sides of the G- 10 plate to separate the coils and to provide support

and insulation for the wire.

The coil was separated from the superconductor by a copper plate, which was necessary

to distribute the thermal energy evenly over the sample. The heater coil and copper plate

were secured in place using screws with the heater coil over the sample and the copper

plate in between. Silicon grease was applied between the copper plate and the

superconductor to increase the thermal conductivity. The heating power was controlled

by a Lakeshore DRC-91 C Controller. The controller monitored the temperature through

two CGR sensors, one located between the heater coil and the copper plate and one

located on the sample holder. The controller also regulated the power generated in the

heater by controlling the current through the heater coil. The resistance of the CGR

sensor was calibrated against a silicon diode temperature sensor. The measured

calibration curve for CGR resistance versus temperature is given in Appendix A.

3.4.3 Pick up Coils

The pick up coils were wound from insulated low resistance 6 gauge copper wire. The

geometry of the pickup coil is very important for the accuracy of the measurement. Fig

3.8 shows the pick up coil configuration relative to the magnetic field and the
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Figure 3.8 Pickup coil geometry for AC loss measurements.2 2

superconductor for the sample coil. The sample coil and the balancing coil should have

the same geometry and configuration in the magnetic field in order to minimize the

inductive background.

Fig 3.9 shows the winding pattern used for the pick up coils. First, four pins were placed

on a wooden board in the four corners of a rectangle that was 5 mm tall and 100 mm

long. Tape was placed with the sticky side up to hold the wire in place. The pick up coil

winding started in the bottom left hand corner and proceeded clockwise around the

rectangle. Great care was taken to ensure that the pick up coil wire was parallel to the

rectangle sides and that there were no gaps between each turn. The sample coil was

made with 20 turns of the copper wire, which gave it an h of 3.5 mm. The balancing coil
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was made with 25 turns, which gave it an h of 4 mm. The extra length at the corners of

the pick up coils was neglected and both coils are taken to have a length of 100 mm.

When the pick up coils were finished and secured with tape, they were folded across the

AD and BC lines to form the C-shape necessary for the measurements. Fig 3.10 shows a

photograph of the sample coil mounted on a BSCCO-2223 sample and ready for

measurements.

Figure 3.9 Winding pattern used for the pick up coil construction.
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Figure 3.10 Sample pick up coil and sample mounted on the sample holder and
ready for measurements.

3.5 Preparation of Sample

The HTS sample is the most important piece of the experiment as well as the most

delicate. The samples were long lengths of BSCCO-2223/Ag sheathed tape

superconductors. Two samples were provided by Vacuumschmelze GmbH (VAC) of

Hanau, Germany. The two sample tapes had identical characteristics, but one was

manufactured on an earlier date than the other. A reference sample manufactured by IGC

was provided by Dr. M. Suenaga of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). This

sample is a reference sample because Suenaga has measured and reported properties of

this conductor [24]. The samples are referred to as VAC-1 for the older VAC conductor,
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VAC-2 for the newer VAC conductor, and IGC-1 for the reference sample. The

specifications for the characteristics of the tapes are given in Table 3.1. Fig 3.11 is a

photograph of the cross sectional view of the VAC-2 superconducting tape magnified 100

times. The BSCCO-2223 filaments suspended in the silver matrix are readily apparent

and appear as the elongated black spots in the tape.

Table 3.1 Specifications of BSSCO-2223/Ag superconducting tape samples VAC-1,
VAC-2, and IGC-1.

Dimensions of tape 3.5 mm x 0.19 mm
Number of filaments 56

Matrix conductivity at 77 K 2.6 x 10-9 * m
Total Cross sectional area of superconductor 0.21 mm2

Average filament dimensions 0.26 mm x 0.0 15 mm

Figure 3.11 Cross sectional view of BSCCO-2223/Ag sheathed superconducting tape
magnified 100 times.
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The samples were cut into 300 mm lengths and Sty-cast@ epoxy was used to glue the

superconductor to 1 mm thick sheets of G- 10. After the Sty-cast@ cured, the

superconductor was securely attached to the G-10 plate, which prevented it from moving.

The effect of the Sty-cast@ on the critical current was measured and compared to the

critical current of a sample secured only by an adhesive tape. Since the critical currents

were the same for both cases, it was concluded that the Sty-cast@ did not affect the

sample cooling or the critical current measurement by thermal strain. Therefore, all

samples were glued to G-10 plates using Sty-cast@.

Copper voltage taps and current leads were soldered to the sample using 60% Sn/40% Pb

solder. A photograph of the voltage taps connected to a sample is shown in Fig 3.12.

The voltage taps were placed 100 mm apart over the middle of the sample and at least 38

mm from the nearest current lead. As explained earlier, a good connection between the

sample and the current leads and voltage taps is important to reduce the contact resistance

and heating at these locations. Therefore, the surface of the superconductor was cleaned

using a razor in the areas where the voltage taps and current leads were connected. These

areas were pre-tinned separately as were the current leads and voltage taps. The

connection areas were kept clean to ensure a good connection and reduce any effects

from the joint resistance.
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Figure 3.12 Prepared sample tape of BSCCO-2223/Ag tape mounted on the sample
holder and ready for critical current measurements.



4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Critical Current Measurements

4.1.1 Magnetic Field Strength Effect

The critical current and n value as a function of magnetic field strength at 77 K for the

VAC- 1 and VAC-2 superconductors are shown in Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 for two different

electric field criteria. The critical currents listed in Fig 4.1 were determined from an

electric field criterion of 10 pV/m while the critical currents plotted in Fig 4.2 were

determined from an electric field criterion of 100 pV/m. The magnetic field was oriented

in-plane with the broad face of the tape. The data illustrates that the critical current is

greatly reduced in the presence of an external magnetic field. The experimental data are

fairly well described by a generalized Kim-like critical state model expressed in the

following equation 26

Ic (B)= - ' () (4.1)

Bk

where Ic(O) is the self-field critical current, and Bk and P are material parameters. The

critical current measurements were corrected for self-field effects from the transport

current by adding the magnetic field induced from the transport current to the external

magnetic field. The magnitude of the magnetic field induced by the transport current was

determined to be1 6

B = (4.2)
27ra
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where B is the magnetic field, I is the transport current, and a is the distance from the

current to the measurement point. The distance, a, was approximated by measuring the

distance from the center of the cross-section to the outer surface of superconducting

filaments. The distance was determined to be approximately 0.2 mm. Table 4.1 lists the

values of Ic(0), Bk, and P used in Eq (4.1) to develop a best fit to the measured data

shown in Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2.

The trend-lines of the critical current as a function of the external magnetic field strength

developed from Eq (4.1) are accurate to within 5% of the experimentally determined

critical currents. Substituting P = 1 into Eq (4.1) and multiplying the right-hand side of

B
the equation by ' gives a form of the Kim model for critical current as a function of

Bk

magnetic field which is very similar to Eq (2.22). This leads to the conclusion that
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Figure 4.1 Critical current measurements of VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples as a
function of magnetic field strength at 77 K determined from an electric field
criterion of 10 pV/m. The magnetic field was oriented in-plane with the broad
surface of the tape and perpendicular to the transport current flow.

Bk = H and is the magnetic field strength that corresponds to the critical current that is
p-o

approximately half of the self-field critical current. Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 show that the Bk

parameters determined from the critical current measurements is indeed the approximate

value of the magnetic field strength that corresponds with a critical current that is half of

the self-field critical current.
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Figure 4.2 Critical current measurements of VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples as a
function of magnetic field strength at 77 K determined from an electric field
criterion of 100 pV/m. The magnetic field was oriented in-plane with the broad
surface of the tape and perpendicular to the transport current flow.

Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 also illustrate the effect the electric field criterion has on the critical

current measurements. The basic trend for each data set has the same experimental value

for P, regardless of the electric field criteria used to determine the critical current. The Bk

parameter differs by approximately 15% for the VAC-2 sample and 20% for the VAC-1

sample when the results from the different electric field criteria are considered, but this

parameter does not affect the general trend of the critical current dependence on the

magnetic field strength. Therefore, the electric field criterion only affects the magnitude

of the measured critical current and does not affect the critical current reduction trend

with increasing magnetic field.
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the VAC-1 and VAC-2 tape superconductors determined
from the measured critical currents as a function of in-plane magnetic field at 77 K.

Electric Field Criteria (pV/m) Sample Ic(0) (A) Bk (T) P
10 VAC-1 31.0 0.15 1
10 VAC-2 39.5 0.18 1

100 VAC-1 39.2 0.16 1
100 VAC-2 52.3 0.19 1

The n value of the VAC samples is also shown in Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2. The n value did

not depend on the electric field criteria as it is related to the rate at which voltage appears

as the current increases after the transition to the normal state. The n value changed

approximately 30% from the self-field value to the n value measured at 0.4 T, which

indicates a less rapid increase of voltage with increasing current at higher magnetic fields.

The self-field n values for these BSCCO-2223 samples were on the order of 10 at liquid

nitrogen temperatures. The higher n values reflect a rapid increase of the voltage as the

current increases after the transition to the normal state.

It is also important to note that the upper critical magnetic field at 77 K for these samples

was not determined from these experiments. The samples are still in the mixed state

when the external magnetic field is at 0.4 T as seen in Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2. It is

impossible to determine the upper critical field mathematically from Eq (4.1) and,

therefore, must be measured experimentally. The magnetic field strength of this

particular experiment was limited to 0.4 T by limits on the voltage across the magnet

power supplies. The EMHP power supplies had a safety feature that shut down the

power supplies if the voltage exceeded 30 V. The resistance and inductance of the

copper magnet induced a voltage large enough to trip and shut down the power supplies
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as the magnetic field was charged to values barely above 0.4 T. Since the value was out

of the range available for study, determining the upper critical magnetic field at 77 K was

not in the scope of this experiment.

4.1.2 Magnetic Field Orientation Effect

The critical currents of the VAC-1 and VAC-2 wires were measured as a function of the

orientation of the applied external magnetic field at 77 K. The external field was rotated

in the range of 0 to ±90 degrees with respect to the broad face of the tape while keeping

the magnitude at a constant 0.2 T. Fig 4.3 shows a diagram of the magnetic field

orientation relative to the tape. The magnetic field was parallel to the broad face of the

tape at an angle of 0* and perpendicular to the broad face at ±900. The magnetic field

was perpendicular to the transport current flow in all cases. All critical currents were

determined using an electric field criterion of 10 pV/m. The results of this experiment
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Figure 4.3 Angle labels for magnetic field orientation relative to the sample. 0*
degrees corresponds to the magnetic field oriented in-plane with the broad tape
face.

are shown in Fig 4.4. The anisotropic behavior of the BSCCO-2223 is readily apparent.

The critical currents are at a maximum when the magnetic field is applied in-plane to the

broad face of the tape. The critical current decreased by approximately 25% for each

sample as the magnetic field angle deviated 150 from the in-plane orientation. When the

magnetic field was perpendicular to the broad face, the critical current for each sample

was at a minimum value, which was 75% lower than the in-plane measurement.

The n value was also sensitive to the magnetic field orientation. The n value was at a

maximum value when the magnetic field was in-plane with the tape face and a minimum

when the magnetic field was oriented perpendicular to the tape face. The n value

decreased by approximately 50% from the maximum value for each sample.
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Figure 4.4 Critical current and n value as a function of magnetic field orientation at
a constant strength of 0.2 T for VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples at 77 K. 0* corresponds
to the magnetic field parallel with the broad face of the tape.

Fig 4.5 shows the critical current as a function of magnetic field strength with the

magnetic field perpendicular to the tape face. The tests were performed at 77 K and the

transport current flow was perpendicular to the external magnetic field at all times. All

critical currents were determined using a 1 OpV/m electric field criterion. A curve fitting

procedure utilizing Eq (4.1) gave the parameters for the samples listed in Table 4.2. The

model is accurate within 5% for magnetic fields less than 0.2 T. However, as the

magnetic field increases, the measured critical current decreases quicker than the model

predicts.
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Figure 4.5 Critical current and n value as a function of magnetic field strength for
VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples at 77 K with the magnetic field perpendicular to the
broad face of the tape.

Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.5 illustrate the critical current as a function of magnetic field strength

for the VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples subjected to similar conditions with the magnetic

field oriented parallel and perpendicular to the tape face, respectively. The difference in

the initial drop of the critical current is readily observed when comparing these plots.

When the magnetic field is in-plane with the tape face, the critical current decreases

smoothly until the critical field is reached and the superconductivity destroyed.

However, the critical current experiences a drastic initial drop at small magnetic field

strengths when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the tape face. The difference is also

apparent in the Bk property determined from the curve fitting procedure. The Bk values
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Table 4.2 Parameters of the VAC-1 and VAC-2 tape superconductors determined
from the measured critical currents as a function of magnetic field oriented
perpendicular to the tape face at 77 K.
Electric Field Criteria (ptV/m) Sample I(O) (A) Bk (T)

10 VAC-1 31.0 0.025 1
10 VAC-2 39.5 0.030 1

for the in-plane case are 10 times greater than the Bk values determined from the

perpendicular case. The anisotropic behavior suggests the average pinning force per

normal vortex is greater when the magnetic field is parallel to the broad face of the tape

than when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the tape face. This behavior also

suggests a weak link network as the dominant mechanism in transporting current.

Therefore, the superconductivity is destroyed when the weakest pinned vortex begins to

move.

The n value also decreased much more quickly when the magnetic field was oriented

perpendicular to the tape face than when the magnetic field was oriented parallel with the

tape face. The n values decreased by 30% when the magnetic field was increased from

zero to 0.4 T and in-plane with the broad face of the tape while the n value decreased by

almost 85% over the same magnetic field range with the magnetic field perpendicular to

the tape face.
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4.1.3 Temperature Effect

The effect of the sample temperature on the critical current was measured. Fig 4.6 and

Fig 4.8 plot the critical current as a function of magnetic field strengths, and Fig 4.7 and

Fig 4.9 plot the corresponding n values for the VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples over a

temperature range from 77 K to 110 K. The magnetic field was oriented in-plane with

the tape face and held constant over the measurement period. The critical currents were

determined using an electric field criterion of 10 pV/m. Eq (4.1) was used to develop the

solid lines in the figures, which determined the material parameters shown in Table 4.3.

The curve fitting describes the data very well. The values calculated using Eq (4.1) are

within 5% of the measured critical currents.

It is interesting to note that the basic relationship between the critical current and the

magnetic field stays constant and only the magnitude decreases as the temperature

increases. The Bk parameter of the material decreases as the temperature increases while

the P parameter stays constant.
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Figure 4.6 Critical current measurements as a function of magnetic field strengthfor the VAC-1 sample at varying temperatures. The magnetic field was in-plane
with the tape face and the electric field criterion was 10 pV/m.
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Figure 4.8 Critical current as a function of magnetic field strength for the VAC-2
sample at various temperatures. The magnetic field was in-plane with the tape face
and the electric field criterion used to determine the critical current was 10 pV/m.
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Also, the critical currents of the VAC-2 superconductor do not degrade with temperature

as quickly as the VAC- 1 superconductor. The Bk property for the VAC- 1 superconductor

changes over 60% from 77 K to 85 K. This drastic decrease in Bk correlates to a 20%

decrease in the critical currents for the VAC- 1 sample for this temperature step. By

contrast, the Bk parameter of the VAC-2 superconductor does not decrease more than

60% until the temperature reaches 95 K. The self-field critical current of the VAC-2

122

Table 4.3 Parameters of the VAC-1 and VAC-2 tape superconductors as a function
of temperature. The parameters were determined from the measured critical
currents as a function of the in-plane magnetic field strength at each temperature.

Temperature (K) VAC-1 VAC-2

Ic(0) (A) Bk (T) p Ic(0) (A) Bk (T) p
77 31.0 0.150 1 39.5 0.180 1
85 26.3 0.058 1 37.7 0.155 1
90 22.7 0.040 1 32.4 0.120 1
95 13.4 0.038 1 25.5 0.040 1
100 10.3 0.023 1 16.8 0.035 1
105 7.5 0.010 1 9.1 0.025 1
110 4.2 0.001 1 2.5 0.010 1

A comparison of the VAC-1 critical currents to the VAC-2 critical currents immediately

leads to the observation of the superior critical currents of the VAC-2 conductor to the

critical currents of the VAC- 1 conductor at all magnetic fields over the temperature

range, but the critical temperature of both samples was the same value at approximately

113 K. The higher values of the critical current are reflected in the higher Bk parameters

of the VAC-2 conductor. Also, the critical currents drop off with increasing magnetic

field at the same rate over the temperature range. This is reflected in the constant value

of p for each measurement.



superconductor decreased 43% from 77 K to 95 K while the self-field critical current of

the VAC-1 superconductor decreased almost 60% over the same temperature step.

The critical surfaces of the VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples were constructed using this data.

The plots of the surfaces are shown in Fig 4.10 for the VAC-1 sample and Fig 4.11 for

the VAC-2 samples. The critical currents were determined for magnetic fields oriented

parallel to the broad face of the tape at an electric field criterion of 10 pV/m. The surface

represents the boundary between the normal state and the superconducting state. When

the temperature and magnetic field fall underneath the curve, the sample is in the

superconducting state. It is easily seen that the VAC-2 critical values are approximately

20% larger than the critical values of the VAC- 1 conductor. Material degradation over

time, non-uniformity over conductor length, and improved conductor manufacturing are

all possible reasons for the improved properties of the VAC-2 superconductor as

compared to the VAC- 1 superconductor.
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Figure 4.11 Critical surface for the VAC-2 conductor for the magnetic field oriented
in-plane with the tape face at E = 10 pV/m.
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4.1.4 Current Ramp Speed Effect

The effect of the transport current ramp speed on the critical current measurement was

investigated. The critical current of the VAC- 1 and VAC-2 superconductors was

measured over a range of 6 A/min to 120 A/min without an external magnetic field and in

the presence of an external DC magnetic field of 0.2 T. The magnetic field was in-plane

with the tape face, and the sample temperature was 77 K for all tests. The critical

currents were determined using an electric field criterion of 10 pV/m. Fig 4.12 shows the

critical currents as a function of the transport current ramp speed for the VAC-1 and

VAC-2 samples. The critical currents are within 2% of the initial measurement for each

case. Therefore, it was assumed that the transport current ramp speeds typical of these

experiments had no effect on the critical current measurements.
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Figure 4.12 Effect of current ramp speed on the critical current measurements for
the VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples at 77 K. The experiments were performed in the
absence of a magnetic field as well as with an external DC magnetic field of 0.2 T
oriented in-plane with the tape face.
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4.2 AC Losses

4.2.1 Effect of Magnetic Field Amplitude

The AC losses as a function of the amplitude of the peak magnetic field were measured

for two superconductors. The AC loss is the energy dissipated per unit volume of total

superconductor volume per cycle. All tests were performed at 77 K, and the magnetic

field was oriented parallel to the broad face of the tape. Fig 4.13 shows a trace of the

alternating external magnetic field used for all the AC loss experiments. The period, T,

was related to the frequency as shown in Eq (3.10).

Bm

U

CD

0 T 2T 3T

Time

Figure 4.13 Magnetic field profile of the external magnetic field applied to the
superconductor for the AC loss measurements.
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To investigate the effect of increasing magnetic field on the AC losses, the peak magnetic

field, Bin, was set to values of 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and 0.38 T and oscillated

at a frequency of 0.093 Hz. The AC losses were measured using the pick up coil

technique and plotted with the theoretical calculations of the AC loss estimates based on

the critical current measurements for the VAC-2 sample. The critical current as a

function of magnetic field and AC losses as a function of peak magnetic field for the

IGC- 1 sample at a magnetic field sweep frequency of 60 Hz were previously measured

by Dr. M. Suenaga at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [24]. The I(0) and Bk

parameters for the IGC- 1 sample determined by Dr. Suenaga were the values used for the

theoretical calculations from the AC loss models. The parameters for the IGC-l sample

are given in Table 4.4.

The theoretical calculations were performed using the measured Ic(0) values to

determined the critical current density of each sample. Then the hysteresis loss density

was calculated using Eq (2.21) and Eq (2.26) for two cases. The first case assumed the

superconducting filaments were completely uncoupled and is called the multifilament

case. The second case assumed complete electromagnetic coupling of the

Table 4.4 Ic(O) and Bk parameters at 77 K for the IGC-1 sample that were
determined by Dr. Suenaga. 22

Sample Name Ic(0) (A) Bk (T)
IGC-1 25 0.100
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superconducting filaments and is called the single core case. The significance of the

coupled filaments to uncoupled filaments appeared in the half-thickness of the slab, a.

For the multifilament case, each filament was assumed to act independently with respect

to the magnetic field. Therefore, the filaments were assumed to be unshielded from the

magnetic field and the half-thickness of the slab was taken as the half-thickness of a

single filament. For the single core case, the filaments were assumed to be completely

coupled due to the alternating magnetic field and were assumed to behave as a

monofilament superconductor. The dimensions of the monofilament were determined by

assuming all the matrix within the outermost filament bundle was negligible and then

measuring the physical dimensions. Fig 4.14(a) and (b) show conceptual drawings for

the multifilament and single core cases. Table 4.5 lists the effective dimensions for the

superconducting slab used to determine the penetration field for the multifilament and

single core cases.

Table 4.5 Effective slab dimensions for the mulifilament case and the single core
case.

Case d (mm) 2a (tm)
Multifilament 0.26 15

Single Core 3.20 7.5
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Figure 4.14 Illustration of the change in slab thickness between the multifilament
case and the single core case.
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Figure 4.15 AC losses as a function of magnetic field amplitude at a frequency of
0.093 Hz at 77 K for the VAC-2 sample. The magnetic field was parallel to the tape
face.
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Figure 4.16 AC losses measured as a function of magnetic field amplitude at a
frequency of 0.093 Hz at 77 K for the ICG-1 sample.
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According to the Bean model and Eq (2.21), the AC losses increase linearly with

increasing peak magnetic field after the superconductor is fully penetrated. Fig 4.15 plots

the AC losses measured for the VAC-2 superconductor as a function of the peak

magnetic field, and Fig 4.16 plots the AC losses as a function of the peak magnetic field

for the IGC- 1 sample. The theoretical calculations determined from the critical current

measurements and Eq (2.21) are also shown for both cases.

The Bean model approximation for the single core case for the VAC-2 sample was within

20% of the measurements made at magnetic field strengths of 0.30 T and greater while

the measurements below 0.30 T were more than 30% lower than the values calculated.

The Bean model approximation for the multifilament case, however, was only within

50% of the theoretical model for the 0.10 T measurement while the rest of the

measurements were greater than 60% less than the theoretical value. The theoretical

values calculated for the IGC- 1 sample for the single core filament case were all within

30% of the measured AC losses. The 0.30 T and the 0.40 T measurements were within

2% of the theoretical calculations determined from the Bean model for this case. The

multifilament case for the IGC-1 sample was not as accurate as the single core case as all

the measurements were more than 80% less than the measured losses. The Bean model

was more accurate when the peak magnetic field was greater. The increased accuracy is

a result of the critical current dependency of the magnetic field. As seen in the critical

current data plots, the critical current is relatively constant at fields greater than 0.20 T.

As the magnetic field was increased to higher peak values, the sample was subjected to a

longer time span in the magnetic field regime where the critical current is relatively flat



compared to the initial drop in critical current. Thus, the Bean model approximation is

more accurate when the assumption of constant critical current density holds, which

occurs at higher magnetic fields.

The Kim model predicted that the AC losses increased with the natural log of increasing

peak magnetic field. Fig 4.17 shows a plot of the AC losses as a function of peak

magnetic field measured for the VAC-2 superconductor with the theoretical calculations

for both cases determined from the critical current measurements and Eq (2.26). Fig 4.18

shows a plot of the AC losses as a function of peak magnetic field with the theoretical

calculations for both cases determined from the critical current measurements by Suenaga

and Eq (2.26).

The Kim model approximation for the single core case was within 15% for the measured

AC losses at 0.25 T and below for the VAC-2 sample. At higher fields, the percent

difference between the measured losses and the Kim approximation increased to 30% at

0.30 T and 50% for magnetic fields higher than 0.30 T. The measured AC losses for the

IGC-1 sample, however, were more than 40% less than the single core Kim model

approximation. The Kim model approximation for the multifilament case was between

50 and 90% less than the measured losses for the VAC-2 superconductor and was

approximately 90% less then the measured losses for the IGC-1 sample. As seen in the

plots, the Kim model was more accurate at the lower magnetic fields when the critical

current was greatly reduced by small increases in the magnetic field, but the shape of the

experimental data is not the same as that predicted by the Kim model.
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Figure 4.17 AC losses as a function of magnetic field amplitude at a frequency of
0.093 Hz at 77 K for the VAC-2 sample. The magnetic field was parallel to the tape
face.
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Figure 4.18 AC losses measured as a function of magnetic field amplitude at a
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Both the Bean model and Kim model displayed a higher degree of accuracy when the

calculations were performed assuming that the filaments were electromagnetically

coupled and behaved as a monofilament core. However, the differences between the

theoretical models and the measured values were not only attributed to the effect of the

electromagnetic coupling of the filaments on the slab thickness. Kwasnitza, et al, [23]

and Suenaga [24] have observed a factor of 2 difference between the critical currents

measured from a typical four terminal method, such as the method presented in this

thesis, and the critical current determined from AC loss measurements. This discrepancy

is well documented for samples at 15 Hz and 60 Hz and is believed to originate from two

sources.

One source is the effect of the perpendicular component of the magnetic field on the

critical current measurements. During the critical current measurements, a transport

current is passed through the sample and increased until the critical current is reached and

exceeded. This transport current induces a magnetic field. The induced magnetic field

has a component perpendicular to the tape face. This component strongly influences the

critical current as shown in Fig 4.5. The AC loss measurements were performed without

transport current and the external magnetic field was oriented parallel to the tape face.

Therefore, the currents in the samples were magnetically induced from the alternating

magnetic field and there was no component perpendicular to the tape face. The critical

current measurements do not reflect the true value of the critical current in a purely

parallel magnetic field as in the case of the AC loss measurements. It has been shown by



Suenaga, et al [24], and by Spreafico, et al [26], that the self-field critical current is 1.5

times greater when the perpendicular component of the self-field is minimized.

The second source of the critical current discrepancies comes from the behavior of the

superconducting filaments. For long samples, the filaments of a multifilamentary

superconductor tape are electro-magnetically coupled at low frequencies and act as a

monofilament. 22,2 From Eq (2.26), the time constant for the decay of the coupling

currents increases with the square of the length of the filaments and is on the order of

1000 s for the samples used in this experiment. Thus, the cracks and other physical

damage from bending to the superconducting filaments do not strongly influence the AC

loss measurements as they do the critical current measurements. The effect of the

coupling currents on the hysteresis loss measurement has been investigated by

Kwasnitza, et al [23]. They have shown that twisting the filaments is insufficient to

effectively de-couple the filaments in high temperature superconductors and reduce the

losses at frequencies of 50 Hz to a tolerable level. Twisting the filaments also reduces

filament bridging and long paths of superconductivity cannot be manufactured.

However, introducing a high-resistive barrier between the superconducting filaments and

the silver matrix increases the effective matrix resistivity. The increased resistivity

decreases the coupling current decay time and, hence, reduces the AC losses of the

sample. 22,23



4.2.2 Effect of Frequency

The AC losses as a function of the magnetic field sweep frequency at 77 K were

measured for the VAC-2 and IGC-1 samples. The external magnetic field was alternating

as shown in Fig 4.13 and oriented parallel with the broad face of the tape. The peak

magnetic field was set at 0.35 T while the frequency was adjusted to values of 0.057,

0.073, 0.093, 0.110, and 0.130 Hz. Fig 4.19 plots the AC losses measured for the VAC-2

superconductor as a function of the magnetic field sweep frequency with the Bean model

approximation for both cases, and Fig 4.20 plots the AC losses as a function of the

magnetic field sweep frequency for the IGC-1 sample with the Bean model

approximation for both cases. Fig 4.21 and Fig 4.22 show the plots of the AC losses as a

function of the magnetic field sweep with the Kim model approximation for the VAC-2

and IGC-1 superconductors, respectively.

The theory states that the hysteresis loss per cycle is not a function of the sweep

frequency, and, therefore, the measured losses should be a constant value for each

frequency. Both models predict a straight line for the AC losses for each sample. The

Bean model for the single core case was within 30% of the measured AC loss values for

both the VAC-2 and the IGC-1 samples while the multifilament case underestimated the

losses by about 80% for both samples. The Kim model for the single core case was more

than 50% less than the measured values while the multifilament case Kim model was

about 90% less than the measured values for the VAC-2 sample. For the IGC- 1 sample,

the Kim model for the single core case was more than 60% less than the measured values
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Figure 4.19 AC losses versus frequency of external AC magnetic field oriented in-
plane with the tape face with a maximum peak field of 0.35 T at 77 K for the VAC-2
sample with Bean model approximation.
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Figure 4.20 AC losses versus frequency of external AC magnetic field oriented in-
plane with the tape face with a maximum peak field of 0.35 T at 77 K for the IGC-1
sample with Bean model approximation.
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Figure 4.21 AC losses versus frequency of external AC magnetic field oriented in-
plane with the tape face with a maximum peak field of 0.35 T at 77 K for the VAC-2
sample with Kim model approximation.
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Figure 4.22 AC losses versus frequency of external AC magnetic field oriented in-
plane with the tape face with a maximum peak field of 0.35 T at 77 K for the IGC-1
sample with Kim model approximation.
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while the multifilament case Kim model was about 90% less than the measured values for

the VAC-2 sample. The result of the single core Bean model case as the most accurate

was consistent with the results of the previous section since all AC loss measurements

were performed with a peak magnetic field of 0.35 T, which is in the regime of relatively

constant critical current.

4.2.3 Effect of Transport Current

The effect of DC transport current on the AC losses was measured for a fixed magnetic

field sweep frequency and peak magnetic field amplitude. The magnetic field was

alternated as shown in Fig 4.13 and was oriented in-plane with the broad face of the tape.

The peak magnetic field was 0.35 T, and the frequency was 0.093 Hz while the transport

current was increased from 0 to 90 A in 10 A increments. The temperature was 77 K.

Fig 4.23 shows a plot of the AC losses as a function of transport current for the VAC-2

sample in an alternating magnetic field with a peak of 0.35 T and a sweep frequency of

0.093 Hz at 77 K. Using Eq (2.29), a curve was fit to the experimental data using an Ic of

52.3 A for both the multifilament case and the single core case. The multifilament case

underestimates the AC losses by about 80% at the best place, 0 A, and about 98% at the

worst place, 40 A. For the single core case, however, the AC loss measurements are

within 15% for the measurements between 0 A and 20 A. The percent difference

between the measured losses and the calculated values increases to 30% at 30 A, 62% at

40 A, and 88% at 50 A. The measured losses are practically constant and close to zero

for transport currents of 60 A and higher. The disappearance of the AC losses at currents
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higher than 52.3 A was expected because the sample reverted back to the normal state

and the superconductivity destroyed when the critical current was exceeded. The general

reduction trend described by Eq (2.29) is readily observed in Fig 4.23. The transport

current reduces the flux free area and the penetration depth in the process. The lower

penetration depth reduces the penetration field and, hence, the AC losses are reduced.

The reader is reminded that only the contribution from the magnetization loss was

measured in this experiment. Therefore, the losses decreased as the current increased.

However, the total losses due to a superconductor carrying a DC transport current
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Figure 4.23 AC losses as a function of transport current in an alternating external
magnetic field at a frequency of 0.093 Hz and a field maximum of 0.35 T oriented in-
plane with the tape face at 77 K.
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exposed to an AC magnetic field increase according to Eq (2.43). Since the

magnetization loss was the only mode of loss measured during this experiment, the losses

from the transport current power supply were not recorded or reported in Fig 4.23.

4.3 Error Analysis

4.4.1 Critical Current Error

The error for each experiment was very different for the critical current measurements

and the AC loss measurements since each experimental setup used different equipment

and was, therefore, determined separately. Errors in the critical current measurements

were expected from sample orientation with relation to the external magnetic field,

thermal voltage difference in the voltage taps, and magnetic field drift. The magnetic

field orientation was set by eye and was deemed accurate to about 20. The current in the

magnet was monitored through a shunt resistor on the magnet power supplies to maintain

a constant magnetic field over the measurement period. The critical current

measurements were repeated several times for the same sample at constant conditions.

The critical currents measured were all within 3%.

4.4.2 AC Loss Error

The errors in the AC loss measurements were much more significant than in the critical

current experiments. The signal measured from the sample coil was in the 0.1 pV range

when the sample was mounted. A low frequency background noise of unknown origin

was observed during the data acquisition. When the pickup coil was mounted without the

sample and the inductive background was cancelled out, the measured signal was



approximately half of the measured signal when the sample was mounted. The noise was

measured by the lock-in amplifier even when the pickup coils were not attached and the

inputs of the lock-in amplifier were shorted. The subtraction of this background was

performed for each measurement. This noise was not small for the sensitivity required of

the experiment. However, an average value that was nearly constant over the entire

measurement time of 20 to 30 min was easily obtainable.

An average value of the Vrms signal was obtained for each condition by measuring the

value for 30 min time spans with the sample mounted. A value was determined for the

background noise by removing the sample and performing all tests without the sample.

The voltages measured without the sample were subtracted from the voltages with the

sample to eliminated the background noise from the measured data. The error bars were

determined by averaging the high extreme values for the upper bar and the low extreme

values for the lower bar.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

The goal of this thesis was to measure the critical currents and AC losses in high

temperature superconductors for low frequency field sweeps and temperatures typical of

fusion environments. An experimental station was designed to measure the critical

current and AC losses of HTS samples approximately 11 in. in length. A test probe with

heater and pickup coil configuration was designed and constructed at NW-22 of the

Plasma Science & Fusion Center at MIT. A chart recorder and computer were used for

data acquisition.

The critical currents were measured as a function of magnetic field strength and

temperature for the VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples, which were BSCCO-2223/Ag tape

superconductors approximately 11 in. long. The effects of the magnetic field orientation

and transport current ramp speed on the critical current were also investigated. The AC

losses of a BSCCO-2223/Ag tape superconductor in an AC magnetic field were measured

as a function of peak magnetic field amplitude, frequency, and transport current at very

low frequencies. Conclusions from this experiment are stated below:

5.].] Critical Current Measurements

The critical current data was well described by the Kim-like critical state model given by

Eq (4.1) and shown again here.
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Ic (B)= _ ' (0 - (4.1)
+(B

Bk

The Bk and P parameters of the VAC-1 and VAC-2 samples were determined by fitting

the measured data with Eq (4.1). The Bk parameter is a function of temperature as well.

The Bk parameter decreases from 10'1 T to 10-3 T as the temperature increases from 77 K

to 110 K. The Bk parameter is also 10 times larger when the magnetic field is oriented

in-plane with the magnetic field than when the magnetic field is perpendicular to the

broad face of the tape. The critical current measurements were unaffected by the

transport current ramp speed over the range of 6 A/min to 120 A/min.

The measured values for the critical current were repeatable and precise within

approximately 3% error. Some samples show very low critical currents because the

critical current measurement technique determined the worst value of the critical current

over the region between the voltage taps. If any small region of the test area goes

normal, a voltage is recorded. Therefore, any cracks or breaks that affect the filament

bridging in the measurement region will affect the critical current value.

5.1.2 AC Loss Measurements

The experimental technique for measuring the AC losses at low frequencies gave results

which are in reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions during the first attempt at

this new experiment. This is a first order technique that is consistent with earlier work at

higher frequencies but requires some improvements. Future work to understand the
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background oscillation errors and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio is suggested in the

second half of this chapter.

The AC loss measurements were well described by the Bean model at higher magnetic

fields while the Kim model was more accurate for the losses at lower magnetic fields.

However, the trend of the AC loss measurements with increasing magnetic field was

linear, as predicted by the Bean model. The differences between the accuracy for the

Bean model and the Kim model was the result of the critical current profile with respect

to the magnetic field. The critical current was relatively constant at fields above 0.20 T,

which is the main assumption in the Bean model. The critical current was greatly

affected by the magnetic field at field strengths below 0.20 T and was well described by

the Kim model for critical current. The VAC-2 sample and IGC- 1 sample both showed a

strong degree of filament coupling as described by the effective slab thickness. Both

samples were better described by the monofilament case than for the multifilament case.

Filament coupling and monofilament behavior for the IGC-1 sample was reported by

Suenaga [24].

The discrepancies in the critical current values arise from the sensitivity of the

superconductor to the perpendicular component of the self-field induced from the

transport current and from the electro-magnetic coupling of the superconducting

filaments. The long sample length provides long paths for circulating supercurrents to

couple the filaments even at low frequencies of 0.1 Hz. In summary, the self-field critical
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current determined from the four-terminal measurements will underestimate the critical

current, and, hence, the AC losses calculated from the Bean model and the Kim model.

5.2 Future Work

The test probe was designed to fit the bore of a 2 T dipole magnet and a temperature

controlled cryostat. The test probe, therefore, has the capability to measure the AC losses

of HTS samples in a temperature range of 4.2 K to 120 K and in magnetic fields up to 2

T. The measurement circuit is also easily adapted to investigate the losses in HTS

samples with AC transport currents in DC magnetic fields and AC transport currents in

AC magnetic fields.

5.2.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The signal-to-noise ratio must be improved to increase the accuracy of the measurement.

Three suggestions to increase the signal are

1) Increase sample volume
2) Increase magnetic field amplitude
3) Increase pick up coil turns.

These suggestions are considered individually in the following sections.

5.2.2 Increase Sample Volume

Increasing the sample volume in the measurement area increases the total amount of loss

in the sample and, hence, more signal is measured. One way to increase the sample

volume would be to wind the tape into a coil. This method allows more material in a

smaller volume. This suggestion would require a different magnetic field configuration
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to reproduce the conditions in this paper, but magnets are available or easily constructed

to provide the magnetic field orientations consistent with this experiment. However, the

high temperature superconductor samples are very brittle and the critical currents degrade

severely at modest bending radii.

Another suggestion to increase the superconductor volume in the test region would be to

stack the superconductors one on top of the other. Tests by Suenaga [24] have shown

that the losses at low and high fields reach constant values separately and asymptotically

when the number of tapes in the stack is greater than 20. However, it is not clear what

effect stacking the tapes has on the internal field distribution. Since the superconducting

regions in the slab are separated by the outer silver matrix of the tapes, the internal field

distribution may not be close to that which is expected for a homogenous superconductor.

Calculations by Matawari [31] have shown that the field profiles in a stack of thin

superconducting platelets are essentially the same as those given for the Bean critical

state model when the ratio of the distance between the platelets in a stack and the half

width of the platelets is less than 0.2. Based on this information, a stack of

approximately 30 tapes that are stacked very closely together would increase the signal

and not change any underlying assumptions.

5.2.3 Increase Magnetic Field Amplitude

The AC losses are linearly proportional to the magnetic field amplitude. Therefore,

increasing the field amplitude will immediately increase the measured signal. The probe

was designed to fit the bore of a 2 T superconducting dipole magnet. Measurements of
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the field profile and ramp rates of the magnet need to be made. These tests are easily

performed and the increase in signal is instantaneous.

5.2.4 Increase Pick Up Coil Turns

Increasing the number of turns of the sample pick up coil will immediately increase the

voltage recorded by the lock-in amplifier. The voltage in the pick up coil is induced from

the magnetization flux from the HTS samples. Since the flux linkage is measured over a

larger area, the signal is larger. However, the inductive background noise from the

alternating magnetic field is also larger. Therefore, a larger balancing coil must be

constructed to balance the increased background noise measured by the sample pick up

coil.

5.2.5 Heater Improvements

Improvements to the heater are necessary before AC loss measurements at varying

temperatures can be made. The sample pickup coil is placed between the copper plate

and the sample and reduces the contact area. This reduces the heat conduction to the

sample and the efficiency of the heater. Increasing the heater power would result in a

larger heat flux and, hence, greater heat conduction. However, the temperature gradients

would increased as well and the temperature would be harder to stabilize.

Warming the vapor before it reaches the sample is another idea to improve the efficiency

of the heater. Resistive wires carrying transport currents could be wrapped around the

open end of a cylinder with the test probe inside. The vapor rising through the cylinder is
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heated by the power dissipation in the wires. This reduces the temperature difference

between the vapor and probe and also decreases temperature gradients across the probe

and sample. This method would allow for shorter time periods for temperature

stabilization and would decrease the power requirement to the heater.
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Appendix A

The CGR sensors were calibrated against a silicon diode that was previously calibrated.

The CGR sensors were mounted on a copper heating plate along with the Si-diode. The

sensors were wrapped in stryo-foam and immersed in a liquid helium bath. Current was

supplied to a copper coil beneath the copper plate. The copper plate was heated through

the Joule dissipation in the copper coil. As the temperature increased, the resistance of

the CGR's decreased and was recorded. The results of the CGR calibration are given in

Fig 7.1.

The magnetic field uniformity was also measured to determine the location of the most

uniformly distributed magnetic flux between the pole pieces of the copper electromagnet.

A hall probe was used to measure the magnetic field. The hall probe was placed at points

between the pole pieces within the bore of the copper magnet. The magnetic field was

measured from the top of the pole pieces to the bottom of the pole pieces, from the back

to the front of the pole pieces, and from the right pole piece to the left copper coil. Fig

7.2, Fig 7.3, and Fig 7.4 show the results of the magnetic field uniformity measurement

between the copper coils. The magnetic field drops at the left copper coil because the left

pole piece was removed to make room for the dewar. The disturbance in the magnetic

flux was far enough away from the sample to assume that the magnetic field was uniform

in the presence of the sample. Fig 7.5 shows a plot of the magnetic field strength versus

the magnet current. This plot was used to set the desired external magnetic field.
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x CGR #1 (on sample holder)
o CGR #2 (on copper plate)
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Figure A.1 Resistance as a function of temperature for 2 different CGR sensors.
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Figure A.2 Magnetic field distribution within the copper coils from the right coil to
the left coil. The zero position corresponds to the center of the bore, -90 mm is the
right coil, and 140 mm is the left coil.
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Figure A.3 Magnetic field distribution within the copper coils from the back of the
pole piece to the front of the pole piece. The zero position corresponds to the center
of the pole piece, -90 mm is the back of the pole piece, and 140 mm is the front of the
pole piece.
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Figure A.4 Magnetic field distribution within the copper coils from the right coil to
the left coil. The zero position corresponds to the center of the bore, -90 mm is the
right coil, and 140 mm is the left coil.
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Figure A.5 Magnetic Field as a function of magnet current for the copper
electromagnet.
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Appendix B

The following design drawings are the basic parts for the construction of the test probe.

The probe head was attached to the top of the Gi plate using screws. The sample holder

was attached to the end of a 1.35 m G10 tube, which had a 12.7 mm inner diameter and

15.9 mm outer diameter, using a screw as well. Then, the G10 tube was connected to the

G10 plate and probe head by inserting a hollow tube made of aluminum with the outer

diameter just a bit smaller than the 12.7 mm inner diameter on the G10 tube and the hole

in the middle of the G 10 plate. All parts were secured together using Sty-cast@ epoxy.

The Sty-cast@ was allowed to cure for 24 hours. All wiring and current leads were

connected to the probe. Finally, the steel pipe was attached to the bottom of the G10

plate using screws.
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